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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Ever since entering the teaching field the writer has
felt that there was something basically wrong with our present
school system, but for a long time was in no position to study
into the matter to determine Just where the trouble lay.

The

product hardly seemed to justify the expense and worry expended
on the system by the communities supporting the schools and by
the people responsible for their operation.
Too many pupils in the upper grades, in high school, in
colleges, and out of school "educated" by the system, seemed to
show some evidence of "schooling" but too little evidence of
being educated.

The process through which they had passed had

too much in common with vaccination— once "taken", immunity
thereafter.
Too many of the products of our schools appeared to come
out with a sort of "mass mind" which gave to all a tinge of the
same color, but which seemed to hold them from going any farther
into any debatable subject than necessary for a mere surface
acquaintanceship.

Modern advertising has grown and waxed fat

on the very gullibility that seems to go unquestioned by our
people, most of whom have had considerable contact with our
schools.
Then there is tha vast number who drop out along the way.
While a comparatively few years ago it was rare indeed for any
body to attend high school unless he was preparing for college
and a "learned profession", it has been the custom for many

and a "learned profession", It has been the custom for many
school generations for all to regard the secondary level as of
normal attainment.

The World War and the Great Depression gave

much impetus to high school and college attendance, but even then
the number is small by comparison with what it might be.

The

•if

U. S. Office of Education (24) bases its figures on the number
of children in the fifth grade.

On the basis of the number in

that grq.de in 1920-21, 24.1^ were graduated from high school in
1928.

On the basis of those in the fifth grade in 1930-31,

3 9 .8^ were graduated in 1938 , a gain of over 15^ but still not
accounting for over 60^ of those who had gone half way through
the grades.
When we got into administrative work and got a better
view of things we became convinced that there was something
radically wrong with the graded set-up.

The first evidence

pointing to the trouble was not the plight of the children so
much as the thinking of their parents in regard to these grades.
They appeared to think of them as of sacred origin, and we found
the majority of teachers of the same mind.

Then we began to

notice that the grades were rather rigid, while the children
were apparently pliable enough to conform.

It gradually dawned

on us that the children were not as pliant as we thought and were
being injured by thus being forced into this mold.
Rigid courses of study for all, with achievement in this
field an end rather than a means to some further end, seemed to
be the rule.

Classification into grades was on the basis of

achievement, and the degree to which any child was considered to
Numbers refer to the tabulated list in the Bibliography.__

have achieved was based on a system of comparisons with other
children in the same grade rather than on the relative ability
of the various individuals to achieve.

This made for much wasted

effort by both teacher and pupils--wasted by the teacher in trying
to present the unpresentable to many of her group, and by the
lower end of the group by not being able to grasp what was so
laboriously presented.

There were also heartaches for both

teacher and the slow ones, also mischief for the bright ones to
get into while the teacher was working with the slow ones.
Accordingly we have attempted to show in this study that
the Graded System is not of divine origin, but a product of very
human evolution.

What man has made he should be able to remake.

We also intend to present evidence that Individual Dif
ferences have been recognized, if not understood, since Civil
War times, and that school men have been making sporadic attempts
ever since that time to do something about these differences.
That so little effective work has been done is again the fault of
the Graded System, the people who have been trying to remedy the
situation themselves being products of the system and therefore
unable to think in terms of anything but that system and the
subject-matter material with which it is made up.
Finally, we intend to present concrete evidence of what
is wrong in the form of achievement test results taken from three
schools of very different environmental backgrounds.

These

results, from children of very different racial backgrounds as
well as having other differences, show some differences, but more
similarities that are typical in all schools following the tra
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ditional graded set-up.

This set-up Is not only responsible for

many shortcomings from the standpoint of Inefficient total
learnings on the part of those entrusted to the schools for that
purpose, but the lack of social and personal adjustment causes
many pathological personality traits to grow on the children.
These manifest themselves In school as disciplinary problems,
but such problems are in most cases curable by curing the con
dition that brings them into being.

This is not always possible

in its entirety within the school situation, as many of the
causes are from the home environment, but wise teachers can do
much to ease them if alert to do so.
Two alternative plans will be offered— not as cure-alls
but as steps in the right direction.

One will be largely a

change of emphasis within the present system.

It will mean

putting the emphasis on the adjustment of the curriculum and
teaching materials as well as teaching method to the individual
Instead of making the individual conform to the mold formed by
the rigid system.
The other plan— which may be the ultimate solution— will
be based on what is now recognized under the name of "Progressive
Education".

Because of its differences from the present set-up,

it will probably take longer for this plan to materialize in
most public school situations, but it has many promising features
that will commend it to most thinking parents and teachers as it
unfolds itself.
In the course of this study we are making use of a very
excellent critical analysis of most of the points advanced in
favor of homogeneous grouping as a means of achieving more

5
efficient teaching.

While our plane call for homogeneous grouping,

we wish to make it clear that it differs from these other plans
in that it is based on SOCIAL homogeneity rather than that of
achievement in the traditional subjects.

6
CHAPTER II
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE-ORADSD SCHOOL SYSTEM
The Graded System, as constituted at the present time,
is looked upon by many as of divine origin.

The fact that it

has been adjudged unsatisfactory for many generations by thought
ful schoolmen, that many articles and books have been written
about efforts to better it, and that these same efforts have cost
many devoted men and women most of the best years of their lives
is meaningless to those who have developed the habit of taking
things as they find them--itself an attitude fostered by the
graded system.

The system is the result of ingrown tradition.

.

A study of its origins shows that the American school
system, such as it was, was not a graded system In its beginnings.
Such education as pioneer colonial children received was at the
hands of tutors, after the plan so generally in use in England
and other north European countries.

Educational needs were not

great, and only the sons of the well-to-do needed or could afford
what fundamental education was available.
The first "public Schools” established in New England
villages were also taught on an individual basis.

The few books

available were used mainly for practice in reading, not for their
subject-matter content, and to "read, write, and cipher" was
about all the majority of tutors were capable of teaching.

What

material there was that was considered worth learning was memo
rized under the drilling of the tutor. With considerable of his
time in demand for the sharpening of quill pens, the tutor only
had a few minutes a day for each pupil, so his ability to
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overawe the pupils into a semblance of disciplined quietude was
even more to be desired than any great learning*
The founding of our national government on democratic
principles tended to make for a greater demand for popular
education,

Sven though parents were unable to read or write,

most of them felt their children would have a better chance for
advancement if thus taught.

The demand resulted in various

experiments, one of the most interesting of which, the LancasterBell Monitorial system, made its appearance around 1800.

Two

inventions, the steel pen and the blackboard, made the instruc
tion of children in large groups possible.

"The dearth and the

expense of teachers made the Lancaster-Bell Monitorial plan very
acceptable’*( 4 ).

Too bad it had so many faults and limitations,

as it would admirably fit the financial status of many districts
today.
pupils.

By this plan one teacher taught about three hundred
In 1819 the ten Philadelphia Monitorial schools averaged

284 pupils per teacher, and by 1834 the ratio had only dropped
to 218.

Even at that time a group of thirty of the older and

brighter pupils was considered one teacher’s limit, so that was
considered as many monitors as one teacher could handle efficient*
ly.

The teacher would instruct the monitors in their "subjects",

and then each monitor would pass this instruction on to his
groups of ten pupils each.

With the new blackboards the type of

instruction given could be administered quite efficiently.
Everything was as formal as a close-order infantry drill.

Pupils

marched to class in military order, wheeled into seats, and did
whatever they were supposed to do with military precision.

Hats

were attached to the pupils* shoulders by cords to save time and
cloak-room space; roll was checked by each pupil taking his place
before his number printed on the wall, the vacant numbers being
checked as absent.

By 1840 the system had largely run its course,

the growing complexity of the curriculum making it Imperative
that teachers be better trained than was possible under this plan.
The impetus given national expansion by the War of 1812
and the removal of the menace from British garrisons and Britisharmed Indians in the Great Lakes basin and the Ohio and Mississip
pi valleys also caused expansion of the schools.

As towns and

cities grew in size the demand grew for a type of organization
that would care for the increasing number of children desiring
school opportunities.

Additional teachers were needed, and the

question arose as to how to divide the children among these new
teachers.

Various plans were tried, but the one that appeared

most satisfactory was that of "grading** them on achievement and
ability to do work of a certain degree of difficulty, especially
in reading.

Early divisions were made into three sections*,

Primary, Grammar, and High School, and each of these sub-divided
again into four segments corresponding to our present "grades"•
The course of study was so laid out that each sggment was
supposedto be eompleted in a year’s time.

As there was no com

pulsory attendance law at that time, the tendency of this
system toward an intellectual aristocracy is apparent.

The

lower grades were democratic enough, but as the Formal Discipline
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theory governed the grade-placement and relative difficulty of
the work offered, those less endowed or endowed in other than
bookish pursuits tended to drop out.

According to the Formal

Discipline theory It mattered little whether any unit of work
was useful to the pupil or not.

Its purpose was to develop M

b

mind, and the way to do that was by administering increasingly
heavy doses.

Punishment for poor work or prankish misdemeanors

was the translation of a stated number of lines of Latin, or the
solving of a number of problems.

Promotion was made by the

teacher when he felt the disciplinary value of a piece of work
had been exhausted and the pupil needed more difficult work to
further develop his mind.
Children multiplied faster than teachers, and as the
demands on the teachers were increased, their ability to Judge
when a certain pupil had reached the limits of disciplinary
value from a given piece of work decreased.
method so prevalent today came Into being.

Thus the "shot-gun”
The teacher taught

her class as a group, Individuals as such being submerged.

This

condition caused some criticism and. questioning as to the
teacher's fairness and ability to Judge of her pupils' readiness
for promotion, and the result was that "school committees",
members of the local boards or persons appointed by them, took on
the matter of conducting examinations and passing on the fitness
of pupils to take on more difficult work.

These examinations

were conducted orally at first, but by 1850 the plan had become
quite general for the committee to prepare and administer
written examinations.

By 1885 general dissatisfaction with

these examinations resulted in their being dropped and the work

of examining and passing on the qualifications of pupils for
■promt,loa sms thrown back on to the teachers*
rehool finances were ever a problem to soitool admlnlatrators* and* In order to permit the teachers to spend as much of
their time as possible In actual teaching toe rigid course of
study same into being*
textbooks*

with It m a m city and state adoptions of

This device freed the teacher from the tedium of

lesson-proparatlon said made for even sore standardisation and
mechanisation of the whole graded plan*
supervision was the next step*

At first this was done

by the ‘’principal teacher** or building principal*

As the## early

supervisors were simply experienced teachers promoted into toe
positlcm for any one of several reasons* their efforts were too
often directed toward the further mechanisation of the teaching
process*

In recent years there has developed a more foreseeing

conception of toe function of supervision and curriculum construction* but the old type le still with us in too large
numbers*

As late as 1933 « teacher reported to the writer for

duty In an Indian school operated by the Federal (tovemment*
Among her first questions was one as to our system of supervision*
When told that her 40 b was to get acquainted with her little
Indians* find out whet they most needed to know* and to teach It
to them* she feigned a faint and relievedly demanded* ",rhat shall
I do without my seven subject-supervisors looking down my neck?**
She came to us fro

a town of twenty thousand In a neighboring

state*
% l l e toe criticism of too graded system has come iblly

ns sauoh fpoca within as frost without, ihs school field* l i t t l e
+*
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CHAPTER III
THE GROWING REALIZATION OF INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
In the rush to provide school facilities for the ever
growing numbers of pupils demanding admission It was natural
that the welfare of individuals should be overlooked, at least
for the time being.

The population of the United States was very

much more homogeneous one hundred years ago than today, the people
being largely from the north European countries.

However,

Individual capacities, likes, dislikes, talents and deficiencies
were as widespread as at any time.
A picture is given by Gessel of Yale University's Child
Clinic that may be overdrawn for some communities but is fairly
accurate for some of the more cosmopolitan centers of the
country.

He wrote:
"Take an ordinary kindergarten and first grade, with a

combined enrollment of one hundred pupils, and among this number
we may expect to find at least one child feebleminded; one child
who stutters; two or three who seriously lisp; another extremely
anaemic; a badly spoilt child; another babyish— a year or two
retarded in mental or moral growth; and still another morally
weak.

There will be one "negative” child— passive, colorless;

one oversensitive, nervous child; one superficially precocious
child; another distinctly super— eager, ardent, imaginative,
sociable.

The diversity of the ungraded class membership is

often pathetically picturesque.

Here is the roll-call for one

such class in a large Eastern city: Twenty-four boys, sixteen
girls; nationalities Norwegian, French, Irish, Armenian, Italian,
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Austrian, American* Chinesej names range from James Moriarity
and Ong Yung to Arcangelo Christl&no and Niaharx Kalehadoarian;
age# from aix to eighteen; mentality from giggling imbecility to
ambitious Intelligence; morality from truancy, cigarette smoking
and thieving to good behavior; parentage, noted in special cases,
included a drunken mother, an Insane father, and in three instan
ces gypsies; physical condition, from partial blindness and
deafness, and spinal trouble and anaemia to vigorous physical
fesnlth.

Think of the problem before this teacher, who may not

even have a working definition of feeble-mindedness in her
consciousness to aid her in classification and instruction.”
There are no objective criteria,

of course, to show what

Influence the Civil w§r may have had on bringing to school people
a realization of the vast differences In individual capacities,
but it was at about that time that the subject began to oreep
into the professional literature of the period*

While the idea

was not original with him, William T. Harris, then superintendent
of Schools in £t. Louis, was about the first schoolman of pro
minence to bring discussion of the subject into the open and to
try to do something about it*

He evidently studied into the

matter over a considerable period, as he made the suggestion in
1365 triat brighter pupil© oould be benefitted by frequent promo
tions, and in this way kept from dawdling over the work that
tased the less gifted.

Hie plan was very similar to many that

have been suggested since that time— several groups to a grads,
with frequent shifts of Individuals within these groups*

In

shifting from grade to grade the average and fair groups would bs
ths upper groups, and the brighter group from the grade below

would enter an advanced grade as the poorer*

By these means he

hoped to reduce the bad psychological effects of failure on the
slower pupils, but there is little objective evidence that the
plan worked out that way*
Harris was a true disciple of Hegel, a believer in the
divine nature of human institutions as against egoism.

His HSt*

Louis Plan" or "Flexible Promotion Plan", as it was often called,
was mainly concerned with the child’s mastery of subject matter.
The effort was to care for the Individual as a conformer to the
general group level, not for the individual as a being with
special abilities and aptitudes.

While his work at St. Louis,

and later as U. S. Commissioner of Education, was of very great
importance in bringing out discussion of the subject of indivi
dual differences, his actual contribution to the solving of the
problem was rather negative.

He recognlzed--aeademically at

least— that individual differences existed, but he believed and
*

practiced the subservience of the individual and in formal
training for all through subject matter*
The plan evolved by Supt. W. J. Shearer, of Elizabeth,
N. J., and put into effect in 1386, aimed to group by ability.
It became known as the Elizabeth Plan.

Each grade was divided

into three or four groups according to individual attainment,
and was probably the forerunner of present-day ability or homo
geneous grouping.

Each grade recited as a class, but the groups

were so organized that pupils could be ahlfted from group to
group according to instructional need.
groupings was subject-matter attainment.

Again the basis for the
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The Cambridge Plan, which made its appearance in 1891,
was a double-track plan.

It was so devised as to permit the

children to advance as rapidly as their ability seemed to justify.
Reclassifications were made frequently, and might be up or down.
Brighter, more ambitious pupils could complete the first six
grades in four, five, or six years.
and no enrichment was provided.

Subject matter was as usual,

Respective rates of progress

through the grades was the mark of difference between individuals.
In 1894 Woburn, Massachusetts, tried what came to be
called the "Double Tillage” Plan.

It was a device mainly for the

benefit of the slower learners, the double-tillage consisting of
doing the regular work for the year the first semester and then
"plowing over” the same work the second half.

The brighter

pupils, capable of earning promotion after one ’’tillage”, would
be promoted to the next grade, getting that year's work the
second semester with the slow group of the grade into which they
were promoted at mid-year.

The slow learners were exposed twice

to the same material and the plan worked fairly well until about
1903, when the addition of new subjects to the curriculum forced
it out of existence for lack of time.
From 1888 to 1894, Preston Search with one of the best,
but most unsuccessful, plans to care for the individual differen
ces in children, was making a start at Holyoke, ?£assachusetts.
Having little success in getting his ideas into practice there,
he moved to Pueblo, Colorado, where his ’’Pueblo Plan” was tried
out and given considerable publicity.
about all it received.

However, publicity was

It was too far ahead of the times.

His

work, though a heartbreak for him, formed the groundwork for the
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efforts of Burk and .Vashbume.

His was the first- really childI

oentered plan, all emphasis being on Individual progress*
The first plan which took note of the brighter pupils to
the point of providing an enrichment program was that instituted
by Van Sickle in North Denver In 1895*

This plan provided free

periods during which the brighter pupils could work in their own
way at tasks of interest to them.

Moat of this work consisted of

library work,— more extensive reading, and reading for their own
amusement--but was the beginning of the enrichment idea.

While

the brighter ones were so engaged, the teachers were freed for
more intensive work with the slower pupils*
Flans were being tried out all over the country, as some
thing was needed to help the hard-pressed school people.

By 1900

thirty-one states had compulsory attendance laws, thus forcing
Into school many of such low ability that without the laws they
would not attend at all*

Others who resented a law saying they

must attend until reaching a certain age were also enrolled, and
by their general attitude they made the work much harder for the
teachers*
The first plan incorporating what we now call remedial
teaching was tried out at Batavia, N. Y., by John Kennedy in 1898.
Tills scheme consisted of sending an extra teacher Into a large
roomful of pupils to work with the backward pupile whils the
regular room teacher continued her group work with the more
capable.

The teacher doing the Individual work took her pupils

to a table, had first call on the time of these pupils, and the
plan actua-ly seemed to level up the accomplishment of the fiftythree in the room.

While like all other plans thus far advanced
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In that It consisted of nnoodling" the youngsters with subjectmatter, it really was the forerunner of the opportunity room and
remedial teaching.
The plan most resembling the X-X-Z plan in use in many
schools today was that known as the Santa Barbara Plan.
groups were divided into A, B, and C groups.

Grade

A minimum standard

was set up which all must meet, but that was all that was asked
of the C, or lower group.

The B, or average group, was expected

to meet tnis standard with some enrichment, while the brighter,
or A group must meet this minimum with much additional work in
the way of enrichment.

This plan, and many others, may be res

ponsible for the growth of the practice followed at present in
many of the larger cities of forming several groups in any grade
based on learning rate and achievement.
three plans that have received much attention In the last
twenty-five years can truce their basic principles directly back
to Search and M s Pueblo Flan.

These are Burk's plan, tried out
*•

at the San Francisco Formal,* Washburns1 s ^innetka Plan, still in
use in Vinnetka, Illinois; and tbd Dalton Laboratory Plan,
designed at first for high school instruction and put into use by
Helen Parkhurct, at Dalton, hasBachusetts.
Burk dispensed entirely with class organization, and
divided the curriculum into unite which a child could master
individually.

Promotion in any subject was made as soon as tests

showed the subject matter had boon mastered.

Each child had a

copy of the course of study for each subject he was to master.
No class recitations were held, no daily assignments were made,
and each child proceeded at his own speed.

The text-books of
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the day were not written for self-instruction and had few aids
for children, so the teachers had to write self-instructive
■bulletins for their use.

These had considerable in oommon with

the work-sheets now used In correspondence study.

The plan

eliminated failures, but was restricted to such material as
could b© set before the children in the fora of a syllabus, and
upon which they could be examined.

The teachers held conferences

with Individual pupils, but most of the progress was left to the
children themselves.

One of the worst weaknesses of the plan

was its utter lack of provision for socialised work,
Washbume, a disciple of Burk's, devised a very similar
plan, but departed from it to the extent of providing for the
socialized activity lacking in the original.

Part of the time

is utilized by the individuals in self-instruction much as in the
case of the Burk plan, the rest of the time being used for ex
pressive exercises and group activities.

Teachers act as guides

and consultants in the individual work to a somewhat greater
extent than in the Burk plan.

They also have more contact and

opportunity for guidance through the creative and expressive
phases of the work, which is done in groups.

It also eliminates

failures, each child working at his own speed and measured by
his own efforts, without being compared with other children whose
individual personality differences make comparisons difficult
under any circumstances.

Its greatest weakness Is in the mecha

nizing of the process of learning the "common essentials” separate
from all group activities instead of fusing these activities on
a more socialized basis.
The Dalton Laboratory Plan, according to Helen Parkhurst,
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its originator, will fit any curriculum.

It provides for com

munity and group work ae well as individual effort.

Teachers

are subject-specialists, and their rooms are their laboratories.
The work la budgeted In the form of Job-sheets, each designed to
keep an average pupil busy for a month— 20 school days.

These

Job-sheets are sub-divided into four parts, and aaoh part into
five, corresponding to the days of a school week.

The pupils

are not held to any time schedule, but budget their own time in
any way they desire.

However, the whole Mcontract” covering all

subjects must be covered and tests passed before a new monthly
contract is forthcoming.

The work is not all individual, but

groups of any size may form, voluntarily or on call of any
teacher, to work out some phase of the work, to plan the attack
on some unusual project, or for any other purpose where group
effort appears to offer more than individual endeavor.

In the

dally program the last half hour is given over to conferences,
different subjects for different days, while a daily conference
is held with each teacher for the purpose of reporting progress
and planning further work.

This plan has been used to good ad

vantage in junior and senior high school situations, but has
doubtful merit below that level because of the limited maturity
of the pupils.
The X-Y-Z system of homogeneous grouping started in
Detroit, and the first basis of the grouping wss the intelligence
quotients of the pupils.

Group teats

were used and within each

grade the pupils were divided into the three groupd,--the best
20$ in the X-Group, the middle 60% in the Y-Group, and the lowest
20$ in the Z-Group.

Newer adaptations segregate the groups on
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the basis of standard achievement tests as well as on the original
basis of intelligence test results.
This X-Y-Z Grouping system is now on© of the most used,
and therefore it is more necessary that it be well scrutinized.
In December, 1926 the Bureau of Education showed through a sur
vey that thirty-six cities of over 100,000 population were using
a homogeneous grouping plan of this type.

Sixty-six cities of

30,000 or more, and 145 cities of 10,000 or more were using
similar grouping plans.
fhere is but one general criticism for all of these plans,
and It fits all of them to a greater or lesser degree.

All are

working on the assumption that the children of America must be
educated through the medium of the material to be found in the
traditional subjects, and all but a very few insist that these
same children must fit into the traditional grades.

In putting

these various plans into effect the personality of the individuals
has been almost completely lost sight of.

;hlle the graded sys

tem must have merits to have lasted so long and to have become so
much a part of the American educational picture, it has certain
weaknesses that need to be critically examined.

If something

can be grafted on to the present system to Insure its developing
respect for the growing personalities of our children, It should
be done; if the system cannot be changed so ns to take care of
this most vital function, It is time we found a different system,
which will naturally mean a new philosophy and a new conception
of the function of schools in American life.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENT PRACTICES IN OUR SCHOOLS
Good teachers can make any system work.

With all of its

drawbacks, the graded system has seen many superlative Jobs of
teaching done, but the percentage of really superior teachers
among the whole group at any one time is woefully small.

We

hear it lamented during the past few years of economic depression
that most of the best teachers have departed the field for more
lucrative work.

Possibly the profession has lost some superior

teachers; we know first hand of some outstanding personalities
that have fled the field; but we doubt very much if many of our
best teachers have gone into other fields for the simple reason
that there Is no field that would offer real satisfaction to this
type of teacher.

As in the ministerial field, there is an emo

tional and sentimental pull that few really good teachers can
resist.

They would rather teach on whatever salary they can get

than leave the field for much more lucrative pay.
To too many in the lower-paid brackets of the profession,
teaching Is merely a job, — ‘‘Mincing maidens, meditating matri
mony”— as one commentator put it.

Many of these come to their

work with the minimum of professional equipment, take any #ob
they can get, and, while usually conscientious enough, have little
to offer their pupils because they have so little of themselves
to give.

Standards differ somewhat in the different states,

but Bolton, Cole, and Jessup ( i) give the following as an
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approximation of existing certification practices:
1*

Superintendents* high school principals, grade school prin

cipals, and teachers in accredited high schools are required to
he graduates of four-year standard colleges and to have a mini
mum of twelve semester hours (eighteen quarter hours) of credit
in education.

California and Washington require five years of

training of candidates for the foregoing positions*

2.

Teachers in Junior high schools must have the above or be

graduates of two year normal schools.

Many states are requiring

three or four years in the normal schools*
3*

Teachers in the kindergarten and the grades must be graduates

of normal sohools with two year curricula.

The tendency is to

require three or four years.
4.

Supervisors are generally college or normal school graduates

with extended, especially satisfactory teaching experience.
5.

Certificates of sound health and good moral character are

required in mOBt states.
However, in many of the states harder hit by the economic
depression, drought, and other misfortunes, the bare have been
let down, admitting many to the poorer country schools with little
or no training beyond high BChool.

In one North Dakota county in

1937-38 there were thirty-five high school graduates teaching at
an average salary little in excess of the minimum $45.00 per
month.
Paul C. Stetson wrote an article a few years ago in which
he pointed out another cause of poor teaching which is also a
major "headache” for the administrator— the local teacher.
wrote:

He

"One of the ever-present problems of school administration
is the one of dealing with the favored daughters of local citi
zens.

If one is hired and another is not, the administration is

either quietly or openly criticized in many If not in all cases.
If all of them are hired, the system is bound to become clogged
with mediocre teachers.

Some of them may be good enough as

teachers but have local connections that make them undesirable.
Many of them, of course, would make excellent teachers.

Some of

them would be better than any who could be persuaded to come
without the extra Inducement of being at home.

For a superin

tendent to steer his course through these hazards without lower
ing teaching standards or losing his own standing requires dex
terity.

This is one of the problems that would make a good theme

for a cartoon on why superintendents of schools die young."
If the best teachers could be selected, and once secured
they could be kept in a school system, the problem would be much
more simple.

It Is the exception rather than the rule for a

young teacher to go from training school into a system large
enough to provide adequate supervision.

In the majority of cases

she must start In a small country school and solve her own prob
lems as best she can.

If, by sheer ability, she is able to bring

herself to the attention of an administrator in a small trwn and
enters that system, he will be a lucky administrator if better
salary and other Inducements fail to take her away to a larger
place before he has had time to really weld her into his system.
Or, if she has "ideas” these may clash with the notions of
someone in the community and she will be on her way whether the
administrator agrees or not.

Salary and tenure are two of the
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greatest hurdles to be overcome In building up a school system in
the smaller towns and cities— where the vast majority of those in
the field must work.
With this constantly changing personnel, it is doubtful
if the American schools can ever get clearly away from the use of
text-books, though many recent writers advocate a much-lessened
use or complete elimination of these teaching aids-

In his intro

ductory paragraph of the report to the National Society for the
Study of Education, the 1931 Yearbook entitled THE TEXTBOOK IN
AMERICAN EDUCATION, Dean Edmonson of the University of Michigan
School of Education wrote:
HThe significant position of textbooks in the program of
American education Is so generally recognized that the Society
seems to be fully Justified in sponsoring a yearbook on the theme
’The Textbook’.

It is the textbook that in thousands of class

rooms determines the content of instruction as well as the teach
ing procedure.

This statement may not be in accord with the usual

theory, but it is supported by the facts reported by supervisors
and state inspectors of schools.

In view, therefore, of the im

portant place of the textbook in our educational practice, the
preparation and the selection of textbooks is a problem of major
Importance.”
The greatest criticism of the use of textbooks is that
too many teachers are slaves to their use, make little effort to
bring in material other than is presented in the text used, and
even when prodded into some aotlon by the criticism of admini
strators or supervisors, simply adopt some such device as the
Committee Method.

This device has some merits when properly
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used and the work of the pupils closely supervised, but In too
many cases results in the committees studying only that part of
the lesson assigned to their particular committee and neglecting
the rest.

For the younger pupils In the lower grades, where many

of them are so lacking in the ordinary experiences of their age,
slavish use of the textbook is deadening.

In any case, the use

of textbooks tends to mechanise instruction, and most teachers
fall into the too-common error of making the book, rather than the
individual pupil, the core of her instructional work.

She demand®

of all a minimum mastery of the subject matter, whether all will
benefit from It or not.

Too many teachers cling to vestigial

remains of the Formal Discipline Theory.
Problems facing the administrator in regard to the selec«

tlon and placement of teachers, selecting and buying textbooks
and other school equipment, and the multitude of other duties
keep him so busy that he seldom has much time for what should be
his most Important job— the training of his teachers in service
so as to weld them into a professionally-alive group, all of
whom fully understand what is wanted and how the school expects
to fulfil its function.

There is small cause to wonder at the

apparent lack of co-ordination of effort among the teachers In
any system, to say nothing of the lack over the country as a
whole.

Many studies tend to show that it is rather uncommon for

administrators to formulate anything resembling definite rules
governing classification or promotion of pupils, apparently de
pending on the teacher’s native good judgement to tell her what
should be done under any set of circumstances.
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A study conducted by Otto ( 5 ) in thirty-five represen

tative schools in Northern Illinois gave some interesting re
sults.

Each superintendent, principal, and teacher was asked

whether the school system in which they worked had any general
rules or principles which govern promotions in the various grades.
Thirty-two of the thirty-five superintendents, the majority of
the principals, and 1,422 teachers answered the question*

The

majority of replies from superintendents and principals indicated
that the system as a whole had no formulated general regulations
governing the promotion of pupils in the grades.

In some cases

the superintendents said that there were no general rules, but
that an "understanding" existed as to general principles applying.
These general principles quite uniformly were based on a standard
of achievement in the subject matter of the grade.

About a third

of the superintendents and 17$ of the principals favored Keeping
pupils moving through the grades regardless of achievement unless
the promotion would result in too great maladjustment.

When

asked why pupils were not promoted by them, 1,702 classroom
teachers gave a variety of answers, the most frequent, 38.54$,
being "Gives better foundation in fundamentals," another rever
sion to subject-matter, while a more hopeful note was struck in
12.11$ of the replies, "Enhances social adjustment."

Most of the

replies by the teachers showed a real effort on their part to be
fair to the child, but also showed the usual lack of any practical
knowledge of child psychology and mental hygiene*
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When asked regarding, general regulations governing pupil
promotions the same 1,702 teachers gave many different replies,
showing that even within the same systems little that was definite
was understood in the same way by any number*

"Mo rules’* was

reported by 11*92#* while 10*45;% said, wKetain only those who are
sure to profit by retention*”

What that means, and how anyone is

to be sure that retention will be profitable, would probably be
replied to in a different way by each teacher*
There is evidence that many of the more progressive sys
tems are taking the individual into account, but the tendency has
not spread very for and achievement is yet the most important
criterion*

In the Motional Surrey of Secondary Education (lo)

3^2 selected schools were studied as re, resenting the best prac
tices in pupil adjustment*

He sayss

"in most of tnese schools

no industrious, conscientious pupil in regular attendance falls
of promotion, since assignments are usually differentiated to
temper the task to the pupil’s capacity*
social maturity, physical maturity,

Many factors, such as

age, intelligence, and atti

tudes— as well as mastery of eubject-matter— are considered in
determining whether a pupil shall pass or fail*

All pupils are

promoted except those who, in the teacher’s opinion, based upon
data from teste and careful observation, will profit more by
remaining in the present grade.
in doubtful eases*

Trial promotions are often used

In these schools the outward symbol of

promotion is still the ’passing’ mark."

He further states:
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"From half to three-fourths of the respondents state that the
passing and failing marks are influenced try the pupil’s effort,
attendance, age, ability, handicaps, and the probablg effect of
promotion and nonpromotion upon his future success. ....

A few

respondents also consider the effect on the school or on the
classes to which the pupil is promoted, and the personal relations
existing between the teacher and the pupil, except in these rare
oases where an obvious injustice will be done if the teacher
decides.M
The following principles were adopted in 1931 by the Sub
committee of the Department of Superintendence on Promotion prob
lems: { 1 )
’’Six general principles are laid down, arid promotion
cannot be settled on the basis of any one of them alone— the six
»

must be taken as a wnole.
"A.

Promotion should be decided on the basis of the

Individual pupil.
ttB.

Promotion should be on the basis of many factors.

The final decision as to whether a particular pupil should be
promoted should rest not merely on academic accomplishments, but
on what will result in the greatest good to the all-around devel
opment of the Individual.
”C.

In order that promotion procedures may be more or

less uniform throughout a particular school system, a definite set
of factors should be agreed upon, which each te< cher will take
into consideration in forming his Judgement as to whether or not
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a particular pupil should bo promoted#
"D.

Criteria for promotion must take into consideration

the curriculum offerings of the next higher grade or unit and the
flexibility of its organisation, its course of study, and its
methods*
"I.

It is the duty of the next higher grade or unit to

accept pupils who are properly promoted to it from the lower
grade or unit and to adapt its work to fit the needs of these
pupils.
"F.

Promotion procedures demand continuous analysis and

study of cumulative pupil case history records in order that re
finement of procedure may result and guesswork and conjecture
be reduced to ft minimum."
It is very obvious that the core of all thought is still
the course of study, and that the paramount question Is:

"Does,

or does not, the pupil conform to the standards of the school?"
When will schools come to build their curricula to conform to
the best needs of the pupil?
Trial promotions are advanced as on© solution to the
problem of grade placement, especially for use in the cases of
slow pupils as a substitute for outright failures.

Bolton, Cole,

and Jessup (l,p# 400) summarize the arguments advanced by three
hundred eighty-one superintendents in favor of trial promotions
as follows:
1.

The stimulus of "making good" is a means of changing a pupil’s

attitude and promoting purposeful learning.
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2 . Trial promotions are generally successful, particularly when
they are followed up.

It is the lack of personal touch that

frequently ruins trial promotions.

Trial promotions with a fol

low-up remedial program usually result in a pupil's success*

3 * Promotion is often a matter of question with the teaoher.

A

trial may be necessary to determine whether a student can do the
advanced work*

Trial promotion overcomes, in some degree, the

possibility of error in judging a child's development*
A.

Trial promotion eliminates the depression of failure.

The

pupil feels that he if being given an opportunity*
5.

Trial promotion offers encouragement, and places responsi

bility on the pupil*
6*

Old material is not interesting*

Pew material is.

Children

gain very little by mere repetition of the same material* "Halfsucked oranges are not appealing to their appetites."

7 * Sometimes a "personality clash" may occur between teaoher and
pupil— a trial promotion is often the solution.

A different

teaoher many times overcomes the prior teacher's trouble and
inspires a pupil to do wnat he has never done before*
8.

Trial promotion permits adaptation of school wort: to the needs

and capacities of individuals who vary widely from the average.
Pupils who show exceptional ability should not be kept going in
lock-step fashion*
9*

Trial promotions generally keep a pupil with hie age group.

Each group holds certain interests in common*

A trial promotion

appeals to a pupil's pride to go on with his mates*
10*

Trial promotions are more satisfactory to parents*

They

usually enlist the parents' help and create a better attitude
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toward the sehool#
IX*

in school* run on the yearly promotion plan there la too ranch

lota to the pupil and too groat an added expense to the community
not to pmctioe t r i a l promotions*
12*

T rial promotions glee a pupil entering fsrott another school

a y s t a ohanoe to work in the grade where be thinks he belongs*
13# T rial promotions serve to eheCk the value o f suoh outside
Instruction as su i^aer school and private tutoring#
14*

T rial promotion# tend to keep in school pupile who would

otherwise become discouraged and drop out#
/rguaente against t r i a l promotions were advanced by one
hundred nineteen superintendents as follow si
1# The e ffe c t on the pupil ie lik e ly to be demoralising i f the
t r i a l f a ll s and the pupil la returned to hie former grade*
2# V'ltb proper diagnostic testing and competent remedial instruc
tion t r i a l promotions are unnecessary.
3*

ru p lls projected on t r i a l usually f a l l and have to be demoted#

They are not able to keep up with work In the advanced grade and
become discouraged#
4.

rose children take advantage o f the plan end t-ke c umees o f

getting a t r i a l promotion when the might earn a regular promotion#
3# Pupils promoted on t r i a l have a feeling of in fe rio rity which
handicap# them#
6»

T rial production# tempt ter chore to find re- «nn& for promoting

everyone#

They make i t easy fo r te* chars to avoid responsibility#

7# Children promoted on t r i a l usually remain, even though th e ir
work ie not satisfacto ry.

There ie seldom su fficien t follow-up;

and tue conditional statue Is overlooked and the pupil becomes
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a problem later.

8 . Parents fall to consider the significance of trial promotions
9.

The cnild promoted on trial will do just enough work to keep

from being put baok.
10.

Teachers in tne next grade are reluctant about demoting

pupils promoted on trial.
11.

Trial promotions set a wrong example to those who have met

the requirements.
12.

Trial promotions are undesirable unless arrangements are

perfected to take care of children who enter with a handicap/
The most obvious point in this whole study of tne varying
points of view in regard to trial promotions iB that again the
pupil is very secondary to his conformation to the system.

He

either conforms by doing a stipulated amount of work to meet a
stipulated degree of excellence or is penalized by faixure or
a trial promotion.

Apparently, in most of the schools from which

these summaries were taken, little attention has been paid to
even tne barest rudiments of mental hygiene by either teachers
or administrators.
According to the National Survey of secondary education
(lo) it was discovered that in the scnoole studied about two
percent of all pupils are allowed trial promotions.

About thirty

per cent of those given the opportunity succeeded in the sub
sequent work, this figure varying according to local practice.
Baltimore reported that in 1929-30 of 535 pupils from grades
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7, 3, 9 v/ho were placed on trial forty-seven per cent were suc
cessful.
fall.

That leaves from fifty-three to seventy per cent who

Y/lth the terrible result to the developing personalities

of these individuals, Is it not high time we tried some other
scheme?
Greene and Freden ( 42) in an article on "Failures and
Double Promotions in the Elementary School", point out:
"Administrators have long recognized the fact that one of
the most direct measures of school efficiency is the rate at
wnich children progress through the grades."
Wnen the assembly-line and "speed-up" practices are under
heavy fire tliroughout the Industrial world, where the workers
are manipulating inanimate materials with only themselves as
variable factors, should we complete the adoption of this plan in
our schools?
The most commonly ascribed reasons for failure are:
Absence from school; moving from school to school; work too dif
ficult; defects of sight and hearing; low intelligence; low read
ing ability; poor health, including malnutrition; poor home con
ditions; pupils' lack of Interest; pupils carelecs and indifferent
Of these reasons, health and home oondltions are only remotely
problems of the school, but of the others the school and its
organization must accept responsibility in greater or lesser
degree.
ilany different systems of marking pupils for their work
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have been devised and used, but pr&etioally all

j m

tossed on

comparative a t h l w i n n l and the marks themselves are various
interpretation* of a percentage scale*

Otto ( 5 ) found sixteen

systems distinct enough to not# in hi# study of conditions In
Northern Illinois schools#

Most of thorn sat a nental pictur# of

7 0 f o r 75% as a failing mark and, oonooiously or otherwise, grad#

on th# *norre«l tturve* idea*

Thus th# child of median rank is

given a median murk corresponding to " C % and the other* shaded
off into *B,c* and **$**% with a few on th# upper and lower level#
getting nA*&" and *?*#* respectively*

The system aay very from

A# B, C, 0, F, to 1, II, III, IV, V, or E, VO, G, P, F, tout all
mean mich the sens thing*

The pupils soon get into the habit o f

expecting about a certain grade mark in each subject and tend to
appraise themselves at about that mark in other things as well*
to attempt is made toy users of this system to mark children toy
comparing any one piece of work with another done toy the sane
individual, but the masking is done on the basis of comparisons
isade within the whole group*
A more promising method is being put into use toy some
schools*

This is by the use of "satisfactory* and "Onaatisfae-

tory'% or Just *#* and * y %
to Indicate superior work*

Some add "outstanding* or "Honors*
The only danger in the use of this

system, is that it nay degenerate into the same thlgg as the others*
If *failsfaetory* simply means that a child ha# met the minimi®
essentials outlined for the grade on the traditional basis it
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will not mean anything In the way of Improvementj on the other
hand, If It le Interpreted to mean that each individual is ac
complishing a satisfactory amount of general development within
himself, it may mean a greet deal.

Any change in marking methods

will mean much explanation to parents, as they are practically
all used to the traditional methods and many will be backward
about studying out reasons for any change.

If properly pre

sented, most parents should welcome marking on a more reliable
basis, empecially where pupils In a highly competitive group are
marked on the ’’curve” and some at the foot of the class are
failed even though their achievement may exceed that of many
’’passed” 5n less competitive groups.
A study was made of the affect of failure on first grade
children by the Philadelphia Division of Educational Research
and Results in 1934.
AS

Three hundred twenty repeaters were matched

ns to sax, age at entrance to grade I-B, and I. Q. with children
who had not had to repeat the grade.

All were at the VI-B level

at the time of the study, and full case records were available
for all children in the study, five hundred five children being
used in the comparison group.

The study showed that those who

had been reouired to repeat the first grade had an average of
3.5 terms repetition during their school lives up to grade VI-B,
while those not required to repeat the first grade had an average
of only 1 .7 repetitions to the same grade level.
A similar study was made by a group of principals, using
3551 fifth and sixth grade pupils In the study.
had failed In grade I-A, 2359 had passed.

Of these, 862

When grouped according
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to I. Q ’s It was found that the percentage of failure per grade
was greater in every I. Q. group for those who repented grade
I-A than for those who had not been required to reneat.

These

principals consider discouragement and a feeling of Inferiority
and the acquired habit of loafing or dawdling imnortsnt factors
in explaining the difference between the two groups.
In 1931 the Board of Regents, University of the State of
New York, appointed a commission to make a study of the status of
retarded and gifted children in the public schools.

This was a

lay commission, and concluded its work by throwing the Job of
solving the problem back Into the laps of the professional school
people, but what they found, and the criticisms they made are
interesting as substantiating what many frontier thinkers in the
school field have been pointing out for many years.

The one cir

cumstance that loomed largest, to them was the wide age-span in
each grade, most noticeable in the upper grades where repeated
failures have thrown many slower pupils into the same grade with
much younger, brighter children.

The Commission's recommendation

was that 3ome fora of ability-grouping be adopted, the details to
be left to the professional school people to work out.
Sllen A. Horn and Tilpha Main (43 ) made a critical evalu
ation of actual grade placements of children In the 90-109 I. Q.
group.

Taking the usual statement that the gradep are organized

and the work

go

selected that an "average" child should make

regular progress through these grades, they set out to flng Just

-

\
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wh&t conditions re a lly exist*

They found the grade® to be coo*

po**d o f (1) repe* tore of the present gra ej (a) repeater# o f pre
vious grade#! (3) those who f i r s t entered the grade# nt an age
six months or more older than the entrance age permitted by lew
end have made regular progreea; (4) a foe who also entered la te r
then they might have and have hed one o r1tacra double promotion#!
<5? « few who enter d within the f ir s t aix xmtae per 1 tied by
law end have had double promotion#, and (6) those who entered the
grade# within the f i r s t six month# permitted by law and have had
neither failure# nor double promotions*

double prormlon# tend

to bring down the chronologic 1 age for a gra e,« nd failure# tend
to fore# the age up, thue throwing the group Into a wider age*
grade spread*
r*oooiviing to Cheyney and Beyer ( 1 6 )

"A pupil with an

Intelligence quotient o f 90 has but one ohanoe in tea of escap
ing retardation of on© or more t crate from grade® X*A to S-B**1
w. fit* delate (44) found that o f
90*99 I*

Cim

256

group, tirade# one to fiv e ,

pupil# studied In the
5%% of

the boye and W

o f the girl® had repeated grades* while among 334 In the 100*109
group 2,¥f o f the boy# and 1 7% o f the girl# lad repeated grade#*
further, the probability o f mnftee* based on cigar vt lueo, chewed
that lit the 90*99 group 57

%

o f the boye arid 45> o f the g lr le

would receive *©* or MF’% that Is, they wen d efin itely below
the average* r*ehievmsient group,

in the 109*109 group

boye and SO.f of the g ir ls would receive

0” or rtF*.

31i

of the

Their data
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is from those at age-for-grade— six to eight for grade I, seven to
nine for grade IX, etc.
Double promotions are used quite extensively as a device to
care for those who learn more rapidly, but have the bad effect of
putting bright pupils in social groups with whleth they have little
in common, cause them to skip some work that will be needed in the
advanced group, and often cause them to speed ahead in a super
ficial manner and become habituated to flashy, mediocre work.
However, double promotions are not so serious a problem as fail
ures, numerically or psychologically.

The U. S. Department of

the Interior found by a survey that double promotions amount to
only 15!^ of the failures*

The San Francisco report for the fall

term, 19>4, «hows their figure to be S?Oj£.
Any system as extensive as is the American Public School
system must make any changes slowly.

A factory owner could not

afford to shut down his plant while a force of engineers changed
all of his machinery, even when they were sure that the changes
would improve the product and increase the output.

Realizing

this fact, those who have advocated changes have tried out their
plans within a limited scope.

From these experiments we have

learned much, and from future experiments we have the opportunity
to learn more.
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CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF PLANS FOR PUPIL ADJUSTMENT
Mention has been made of some of the e ffo rts to adjust
the learning process to the Individual and resulting in such
plans as the Pueblo, the Winnetka Plan, the Dalton Laboratory
Plan, and others*

These plans embody few new principles, and as

a l l have the bad features of being based on the b etter learning
o f subject-matter material for i t s own sake, they have l i t t l e
further place In th is discussion.
One of the f i r s t adjustment plans used—and s t i l l used
extensively—is that of double-promoting and demoting.

Children

who learned quickly and became unadjusted in the grade to which
assigned would be permitted to Jump a grade.

The thinking back

o f th is practice is apparently based on vestiges of the Formal
Discipline Theory, and the only gain would be that of keeping
such children busy fo r a longer time.

The resu lt was that these

children usually landed in a group of advanced chronological age
and became socially unadjusted; they were too young to have much
in common with those in th e ir grade, and frequently would be ostra
cized by those of th e ir own age as "too smart**.

The discouraging

e ffe ct of demotion on a slow pupil has been discussed.
Another device in use to a considerable extent Is the
seml-anntial promotion.

One argument advanced for i t s use is that

children can be promoted or demoted with le ss loss of articulation
with adjacent groups.

However, i t is s t i l l on the sane old track

and re a lly solves nothing of our problem.
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CHAPTER V
AN ANALYSIS OF PLANS FOR PUPIL ADJUSTMENT
Mention has been made of some of the efforts to adjust
the learning process to the individual and resulting in such
plans as the Pueblo, the Winnetka Plan, the Dalton Laboratory
Plan, and others*

These plana embody few new principles, and as

all have the bad feature of being based on the better learning
of subject-matter material for its own sake, they have little
further place in this discussion.
One of the first adjustment plans used— and still used
extensively— is that of double-promoting and demoting.

Children

who learned quickly and became unadjusted In the grade to
assigned would be permitted to Jump a grade.

which

The thinking back

of this practice is apparently based on vestiges of the Formal
Discipline Theory, and the only gain would be that of keeping
such children busy for a longer time.

The result was that these

children usually landed in a group of advanced chronological age
and became socially unadjusted; he was too young to have much in
common with those in his grade, and frequently would be ostracized
by those of his own age as "too smart*.

The discouraging effect

on a slow pupil demoted has bean discussed*
M o ther device in use to a considerable extent is the
semi-annual promotion.

One argument advanced for its use is that

children can be promoted cr denoted with lesB loss of articulation
with adjacent groups.

However, It is still on the same old

track and really solves nothing of our problem.
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Promotion by subjects has bean tried and lias some merits,
but has more bad features.

A good feature is that it permits

the teacher to recognize special abilities in a ohild, but its
danger, if permitted in the grades, is that one-sidedness will
develop.

Few people con afford to develop only one side of

their personalities.

Even Lindbergh, who flunked school only

feo become the hero he is, is now said to be dangerously near a
a mental crack-up because he never developed s normal social sense.
With the development of mental testing, especially of
the group tests, efforts towards a form of homogeneous groupings
were made on the basis of Intelligence Quotients.

Pupils were

divided into groups on the basis of I. Q.,, in many instances
even mental age being ignored.

This scheme threw together

pupils of widely varying ages, chronological and mental, and the
result was much confusion.

Several studies tend to show that

there is a very low correlation between intelligence and achieve
ment.

Probably one of the best was made by Book (4 5 ) and a

student of his, Rice.

Book found the coefficient of correlation

of intelligence rating with all high school grades in academic
subjects to be .232, PE .05 for boys; .277, PE .05 for girls,
both of which are too low to have much standing.

Rice found

correlations with the various high school subjects ranging from
a low of .25, PE .05 in history, to a high of .52, PE .06 in
chemistry, with a combined correlation of .47, PE .05.
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Achievement test results are also used as a basis for
homogeneous grouping, but again have fallen down because of the
small part of the whole individual tested by this device.

The

tendency was to group pupils on the basis of their combined score
on a number of tests*

This was a poor basis, as any test will

show as much, or more, difference in grade-level in the scores
made by an individual as there will be between the best and the
poorest in the class.

Even if this scheme were hooked up with

that of promotion by subject, and the class instruction given to
homogeneous groups made up on that basis, the results would be
chaotic from an administrative standpoint as well as from that
of the pupils.
The effort to group on the basis of Mental Age also found
more disadvantages than gains.

This brought together groups

very heterogeneous as to chronological age and I. Q., with their
varying social needs as well as their varying learning rates.

In

all of these plans the one big weakness has stood forth and de
feated much of the purpose for which they were devised.

These

measuring devices measure only one thing, and that thing is only
a small part of the individual.

What we need is some device that

will take the whole individual into account.
A differentiated curricular set-up has been advocated, the
differentiation being made on the basis of I. Q.

The slow

learners would have a curriculum that theoretically would be
within reach of their abilities.

Because mental tests are based

on a time limit, and because most of them contain material whicv
is repugnant to some individuals and they therefore fail to
themselves full Justice, they:fall to give an adequate mea
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of full learning ability.

They do not pretend to measure the

bulldog tenacity of some very slow learners, nor the super
ficiality of many quicker ones.

To deny slow learners their

opportunity to associate with congenial fellows and to partake
of the same mental food on the sole basis of their slowness is
Prussian regimentation.

Wisconsin High School, demonstration

and practice school in Madison, Wisconsin, found in their summer
school devoted to creative work by youngsters of all grades,
that some slow children with low I. Q;'s were as capable in
creative work as many of much higher ratings.

Differentiating

the curriculum in such a way as to leave these slow ones Just the
"common essentials" would be real deprivation for many of them,
if not all.
The X-Y-Z plan for homogeneous grouping has been mentioned
in another connection in a previous chapter, but deserves some
mention here as it is in such general use in some form or other.
It has two main weaknesses.

The teaohers too often make the

mistake of feeling that by narrowing the range of abilities— as
measured— of their groups the group learning-rate is also nar
rowed.

This does not necessarily follow.

Likes and dislikes

are as common as ever; variation from subject to subject in the
case of any individual is also Just as marked.

The other weak

ness is that competition is quickened in a homogeneous group
rather than eliminated.

By narrowing the range of the variation

the variation is not removed.

Accordingly the curve may take on

a different shape, but be as far from end to end as ever.
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Alice V. Keliher (4) made an exhaustive study of the
assumptions on which homogeneous grouping has coiae into being.
Her conclusions sum up the situation so aptly that they are
quoted in the following pages.
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"The assumed position:
"Intelligence is so adequately measured by verbal in te l
ligence testa that the re su lts may serve as bases fo r action
which concerns the whole Individual*
“Summaryi Present Intelligence testa are concerned largely
with the measurement of the p a rtia l 'scholastic* phases o f the
individual’ s a b ilitie s*

Present te s ts do not take Into account

the concept o f “wholeness1* either from the scope of simultaneous
influences on reactions or from the scope of possible reactions
outside academic and scholastic lines*
"Behavior is dynamic*
in behavior*

Intelligence finds i t s ©onsuoraatlon

Behavior is the true criterion of Intelligence*

Intelligence d irects the constant interaction of individual and
environment through deliberation and cnoice.

Deliberation and

oholoe are to be found in the wide scope of the manifold a c tiv itie s
of the individual’ s life *

Intelligence re a lly measured should

be measured in th is breadth*

Since th is apparently is not pos-

eiblei restricted sectors of behaviors are measured*

Tests now

In use largely ignore the creative funotion o f intelligence, and
they abstract the intelligence that is measured from the actual
conditions in which i t should function.

Furthermore, the p artial

measures which are thus achieved are averaged, and the Individual
is thought to have only the p o ssib ilitie s which th is average
•eems to represent.

An average, by i t s very nature, does not

represent an INDIVIDUAL, for an individual is an individual only
because of hie uniqueness*

For a l l of these reasons, though

such tests may have a useful place in diagnosis of specific tr a its ,
they cannot be considered adequate bases for courses of action
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which concern the whole Individual*
"Measurement of Learning

"The Resumed position*
"Learning, as measured by stan~
dsrdlaed achievement testa , is an adequate and relevant basic for
action which Involves the whole Individual*
"Summary* The assumption that learning is adequately
measured by standardised achievement teste Is fundamental in the
procedure

of

grouping on the basis of such te s ts .

Learning,

defined a# the adaptive integration of experience, cannot be
measured out o f Its continuity, for learning Is essen tially
dynamic*

learnings are never singlej they are Inextricably tied

up with the complete set of conditions prevailing: at the time of
integration.

The singling out of certain parts of learning for

measurement implies that learnings are conceived as occurring
singly*

Learning, In i t s broad sense, Involves not only the

sped He structural changes which occur in the course of adaptive
integration, but also the attitude accompaniments, the w ill to do
as well as the a b ility to do.

Learning thus conceived cannot be

measured f a ir ly when i t is abstracted from the situation in which
It is Integrated,
"Only a p a rtia l phase of learning is measured in present
achievement testa .

Since the basing of courses of action upon

p a rtia l measures cannot be condoned, stand.* rdised achievement
te s ts are not adequate bases, nor do they adequately measure
learning oven for use as p artial scholastic bases, fo r courses
o f action which affect the whole individual.
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"Measurement as the Basis for Grouping
The assumed position* The Educational Age and varying weightings
of I. Q., M. A., and Teacher's Judgement form a sound basis for
certain courses of action concerning the individual.
"Summary:

It is simply a statement of fact that the com

bined measures of verbal intelligence and the academid s k ills ,
plus a vague factor of Teachdr's Judgement, which may or may not
concern i t s e l f with other than academic s k ills , do not represent
more than a small portion of the tr a its characteristic of an
individual.

For th is reason, the use of these bases for any

action which concerns the whole Individual, when t r a it s other
than those measured are to be affected, is without Ju stificatio n .
"Consistency within an Individual
The assumed position*

An individual is so consistent in his per

formance in specific tr a its that homogeneity of grouping is
possible.
"Statements which support the assumed position* (H. R.
Atkin)

Pupils who do superior work in one subject are lik e ly to

do well in a ll others, and those who find the work of one subject
d iffic u lt are quite Bure to have d iffic u lty in a l l .
"(Beeson and Tope)*

The pupils grouped according to

intelligence are, with few exceptions and adjustments, also
grouped as to temperament, personal t r a it s , and physical develop
ment.
"Summary:

It has been shown by s ta tis tic a l evidence

that in terms of the original Interpretation of homogeneity as
lik e achievement in in tellec tu a l and academic a b ilitie s , indi-
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viduals are not dependably consistent in th eir own specific
a b ilitie s .

An individual is lik e ly to vary as fa r from himself

in two d ifferent tr a its as would two separate individuals in the
same group.
tr a its .

Individuals also vary greatly In specific mental

When the consideration is for the broad range of beha

vior, consistency witMn individuals is increasingly impossible •
One finds that even within what have been known as single tr a its ,
such as honesty, there are many d ifferen t honesties in many
d ifferen t situations.

The interaction of the organism engaged

in any experience makes for a high degree of sp ecificity, since
the interaction makes for constant change in the organism and in
the environment;

Since homogeneity cannot be attained in a

general sense, since the previously supposed high degree of con
sistency within an individual is not a fact, and since one cannot
Ju stify the selection of a few tr a its which only p a rtia lly re
present the whole individual, there should be no action based on
these assumptions.
deduction of Variations
The assumed position:

Homogeneity of Grouping reduces the range

of variations within a grade*
"Summary:

The assumption that homogeneity reduces the

range of variations, which carries with i t the implication that
such reduction is a Ju stifia b le process, involves serious issues
fo r philosophy and sociology..........

From the very practical mea

surement point of view, a number of studies have been quoted
which prove that a reduction of variations, even in the academic
fie ld , is possible only in the most lim ited degree.

The w riter
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has been concerned, however, with the implication that the re
duction of variations is desirable.

(Jonsiderlng the fact that

an Individual IS Individual only because of his deviations from
others, i t appears that the aim for homogeneity in a general sense
is an aim to make individuals to a pattern, or at le a st to find
groups of Individuals who already conform to a pattern.

This

would oertainly Involve the curbing of certain unique tr a it s in
the Individuals and the pulling of individuals to a uniformity
within themselves and between individuals.

It is apparent that

when homogeneity in th is general sense is desired, mediocrity
is desired.

As homogeneitie s

are normal in li f e , the argument

is not against homogeneities.

The argument is that the assump

tion of a single general homogeneity into which individuals, or
in which they may be found, and in which they remain for the
varied a c tiv itie s of the day, leads to the patterning of indi
viduals and consequent mediocrity.

This is a dangerous resu lt

for the individual and society.
"Thus the w riter questions the d e sira b ility of homogene
ity as i t Is striven fo r in any general sense, and contends that
the specific nature of a b ilitie s makes such a general homogeneity
impossible of natural achievement.

I f i t is unnatural, then the

attempt to achieve I t w ill have unnatural re su lts.
"Learning Results
The assumed position:

Homogeneity of Grouping tends to bring

superior learning re su lts.
Statements which support the assumed position:
"Homogeneous c lassificatio n of pupils o ffers superior ad
vantages over heterogeneous classifica tio n for the scholastic
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achievement of pupils of normal and more than normal ability
(Worlton, J. T.).
"Pupils learn subject matter more readily (Atkin, H. R«).
"Superior pupils achieve scholastic results commensurate
with their abilities (Miller, H. W.)*
"More competition and better results with keener classes
(Jacobs, E. V.).
"Summary:

The evidence concerning the improvement of

learning under homogeneity is hardly conclusive, though the
control studies point to heterogeneity as favorable to learning*
Before we can declare ourselves on this matter, however, we
should be able to draw into our measurement other factors than
the academic learnings now measured.

Especially should some

effort be made to ascertain the differences brought about by the
degree of anticipation of results in the teacher's mind.

The

question of learning results in terms of individuals should be
studied.

Mass results are of little concern when the major

Interest is in provision for the individual*

The writer believes

that present data in the field do not offer conclusive evidence*
The broader learnings, the total individual, and the attitudes
which enter into learning must all be taken Into account*
"Provision for Individual Differences
The assumed position:

Homogeneity of grouping tends to provide

superior provision for individual differences.
"Summary:

One of the major purposes of homogeneous

grouping is the provision for individual differences.

The assum

ption was made that with three levels of ability in sections of
the same grade level, each child could be placed in a group in
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which his individual needs would be more like those of the others
in the group, thus reducing the problem of providing for indivi
dual differences.

The writer fears that, so far as total indi

vidual differences are concerned, and indeed so far as academic
differences are concerned, grouping,

unless extremely carefully

directed, would lead teachers to have less alertness to detect
and provide for these differences*

On the academic side, the

desire for uniformity would easily lead to less attention to
deviations and consequently to mediocrity*

From the total per

sonality aspect, the fixation on the academic traits in which
the grouping is based leads to over-attention to the partial
academic phases of education*

The assumption of a general ability

level in each group may cause rare gifts to pass by unsought and
unnoticed*

There is danger of ascribing to the ''general intel

ligence level” certain traits and dispositions which should re
ceive especial attention, thus allowing retarding characteristics
to develop.

The implication of cause-and-effeet where trait

deviations and ability levels are concerned may serve to obscure
the real causes possibly underlying both and demanding attention.
"True provision for individual differences can come only
through the right teaching and the optimum educational program.
When education means liberation of the individual, both teacher
and learner, for the maximum of development through social living
and community Interaction, individual differences will assert
themselves and be apparent for curbing or encouragement.

Indivi

dual needs cannot be ascertained without individual expression.
The mechanizing accompaniments of homogeneous grouping are in
opposition to this type of educational program.
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"Attitudes of Pupils
The assumed position!

Homogeneous grouping provides for better

attitudes in pupils.
Statements which support the assumed position:
"More chance for success and happiness (Worlton, J. T.).
"Each pupil has more opportunity for participation and
self-expression (Taylor, (3> D.).
"Eliminates snobbishness and conceit of bright pupils
(Smead, A. 2.).
"Slow pupils do not experience discouragement of daily
failure (Campbell, C.).
"Summary*

Reports of intensive observation in three

classrooms in which progressive work was carried on show that,
under the conditions named, discouragement and suppression do
not necessarily occur in mixed groups in any fixed relation to
intelligence.

When the school environment is highly competitive,

then discouragement of the slow children certainly is a factor
for earnest consideration.

When, however, the school environment

ceases to stress the competitive aspect, and the individuals ai*e
guided to the fulfillment of their own potentialities in work
which is of intrinsic interest, work that because of its Intrinsic
nature will not be duplicated and therefore cannot be ranked com
petitively, the element of discouragement of slow children is not
a factor with which to contend.
"The writer found by a study of children’s responses that
children in the situation studied did know the basis of their
groupings. This awareness of grouping in terms of brightness
bears weight in discussions of the discouragement of certain
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children and the conceit of others.

Realization of the reaeon

for segregation in a low group may be a factor for discouragement,
and knowledge of being in a smart, fast, bright, or rapid class
offers Just as much chance for conceit.

Both the discouragement

and the conceit may be on a larger scale than is found in a single
classroom situation, where, under competitive organization, the
bright child and the slow child realize their relative nositions.
The distinction in the one case is formal and official; all may
see and most will.

In the other case the difference is informal

and unofficial, not blazoned to the world.

In the grouping

situation children are allowed to develop attitudes and self
pictures which are not based on the whole truth or on even a very
large part of it.

We find the children, as well as teachers and

administrators, think of "slowness” or "brightness” as general
traits.

Sven though a high degree of self-insight may be desir

able in life, this cannot constitute self-insight, for it is not
truth.

Slowness and brightness are highly specific, and if self

insight is to be provided children should be placed in situations
where self-realization will result and the specific superiorities
of each individual be given scope for expression.

If competition

is dispensed with, arguments for better attitudes under homogene
ous grouping do not hold.

There Is as much evidence on the side

of discouragement of the dull and conceit of the bright through
knowing their own grouping as there is for the elimination of
these attitudes through grouping.
"Knowledge of a demarcation, and hence recognition of
stratification, were apparent in the survey of children’s know
ledge of their own grouping.

A comparatively large number of
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children know why they are segregated.

Their acceptance of this

status may lead to undesirable attitudes now and in the future.
"The laziness of children, said to be lessened by grouping,
is a matter of an attitude which is affected materially by the
teaching.

If the work is gripping and if the school offers

vital problems to be solved, the bright children will carry out
their interests with zeal.
"Retardation* which is said to be lessened by grouping,
is an administrative policy which may be eliminated without any
inherent connection with grouping.

Writers in the field have

been prone to establish erroneous cause-and-effect between group
ing and the lessening of retardation.
"Security may better be achieved through co-operative
living In the school community which as nearly as possible ap
proximates life in the community outside of school.

Tills does

not leave plans for fixed segregations of a sort that do not
exist in democratic society.
"In the light of the evidence from the field and the
reasonable analysis of the Issues involved, grouping has no
Inherent association with better attitudes.

Probably more

harmful attitudes are built in a segregated situation since th*
situation is not life-like and the attitudes are based on self
estimates that are themselves based on inadequate and scholas
tically skewed emphasis.
"Pi fferent1at1on of Curricula
The assumed position:

The legitimate next step to grouping is

the arrangement of a multiple-track curriculum, differentiated
in number of years, or scope of curriculum, or both.

Statement© which support the assumed positions
"We must provide a course of study for those of less than
average ability which will be so limited in scope and extent that
the less fortunate can successfully perform the dally tasks
assigned them, and that with reasonable effort they progress nor
mally through the schools year after year.

On the other hand,

we must so enrich the curriculum for the brilliant students that
a degree of effort is required of them that is commensurate at
least with that required of the average and dull groups (Corning,
H. M. )•
"If a predetermined range of ability is used in defining
each section, differentiation of the curriculum may be determined
beforehand with a degree of accuracy (Broady, K. 0.).
Summary*
"Since grouping did not automatically produce the desired
results in academic learnings, the proposed next step, which is
in existence in many cities and which is being proposed in many
more, was the differentiation of curricula.

There are many

hazards in the acceptance of the assumption that the step is in
the right direction.

It borders dangerously on determinism ih

terms of predicted limitations of capacity.

Carried out in

logical form this prodedure would assume the dangers of a class
differentiation of the old Prussian type, differing from that old
regime only by the method of choosing the classes.
"Commitment to the policy of differentiating curricula
involves acceptance of the theory of education that advocates the
determination of curricula in advance.

Certain recommendations
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in the field suggest that a very accurate prediction of curri
culum needs should be carried out in advance for tne several
levels.

This can mean only one thing, that the curriculum is

conceived in academic atomistic terms.
wThe writer challenges the adequacy of any criteria on
which the differentiation of curricula is Justified,

The limi

tations of the possibilities for the future of the individuals
who are placed in a school environment that is arbitrarily re
stricted must be considered.

It is Incomprehensible that one

should have the right to assume that he can foresee the bases
on which the differentiation should be made, If the aim of
education is truly the development of each Individual to his
fullest capacity.
"Underlying differentiation of curricula, there seems
to exist the belief that such arbitrary grouping has produced
groups that are homogeneous as to needs and therefore should
have within the group like curricula.

The specificity of needs

makes impossible the drawing of arbitrary dividing lines.

The

very assumption that curricula can be adralnistered on three
levels may make for three levels of mediocrity and the consequent
obscuring of the Important needs and variations of the individual.
**Common Essentials
The assumed position*

The common essentials In education are

those learnings upon which grouping is made, the academic skills.
Statements which support the assumed position:
HA close scrutiny of many varieties of standardized tests
gives an insight into the things considered essential for the
learning process, and these essentials furnish in turn a
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scientific basis for the estimate of the value of the subjects
taught (Marshall, J.).
"Naturally the dull groups spend more time on practice
tests (Layton, W. K.)*
Summary!

"From the recommendations in the field concerning

differentiation of curricula end from a brief analysis of the
types of differentiation, the conclusion is that the common
essentials of the educational program fundamental to homogeneous
grouping are the academic skills.

This curriculum theory ex

cludes from major emphasis those traits, dispositions, and con
ditions of the organism by which the improvement of life ae a
whole goes on*

A consideration of relative life values dis

closes the fact that the "essentials" of life are the essentials
of education, and these are dynamic, not static.

The restriction

of any group of individuals to the academic minimum essentials is
sociologically unsound.

Life has other needs of great Importance

and, tnerefore, education has other functions which must come into
active participation in the educational pattern.

The bases of

grouping and the academic tradition cannot be separated; and that
therefore, homogeneous grouping is a means— and a vicious means
at that— of perpetuating the academic traditioh.
"Creative Abilities and AppreeJ ations
The assumed position:

"Differences in ability to create and

ability to appreciate aesthetic values vary concomitantly with
’intelligence* arid (in ao$© interpretations) high ability is
limited to those of high intelligence.
Summary*

"In the broad meaning of 'creativenees* all intelligent
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behavior is creative.

This expanded meaning of craatlvenesa

would correlate with the expanded meaning of intelligence as
Intelligent behavior, but a limitation of either destroys the
relationship.

That there is no relationship between the two,

as narrowly conceived, has been shown by Speer's study of ap
preciation and creative abilities in poetry, art, and prose.
Huber's study in appreciation

showed that

dull &8 well aa bright

children can make intelligent and appreciative choices in
literature.

In the light of the evidence from these studies the

writer concludes that grouping in academic ability would not in
the least Insure a concomitant grouping in creative and appre
ciative abilities.

The differentiation of courses of study so

that time allotments and materials of the curricula do not allow
for as free play of these abilities for the dull as for the
brilliant child is totally unjustified.”

As Dr. Keliher has shown* the e ffo rts being nade to oars
fo r individual differences by setting

up

homogeneous groups ere

defeating themselves because in most instances the medication
the doctors hoped would wire one i l l aggravated others*

The

most promising feature o f th is experiments 1 work is that nore and
more people are re a lly thinking along the line of doing something
to correct the worst e v ils o f the graded system and out o f i t
should come something worth while*
The American xania fo r standardisation and maseeproduot lori
has slipped into the thinking o f many o f our school people* and
new tools such as mental tests* achievement te s ts , and others
whose re su lts are reducible to mental ages* educational ages* etc* »
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have but helped us along th is blind road.
As brought out in Dr. K eliher's study, many of these very
promising assumptions are not to be realized by homogeneous
grouping.

Many studies tend to show that there is p ractically

no correlation between I. Q. and subject-matter achievement
except in a very general way.

As measured by standard achieve

ment tests, there is more variation in the case of a very bright
or a very slow Individual with respect to his own achievement in
the various subjects tested than there is between individuals in
any average group.

Grouping on the basis of I. Q. only tends to

make for stronger competition within the group, not for any
better learning situation.

Conversely, our American society is

based on the theory that a heterogeneous group is better than
a homogeneous one, promoting many beneficial re su lts from the
interchange of ideas and cultures.

Several studies tend to

show—in a subjective way—that a heterogeneous group also promotes
b etter learning conditions within the school situation.

Homo

geneity seems to make fo r mediocrity, while heterogeneity appar
ently has some stimulating e ffe c ts.
A ll grouping systems are s t i l l in a very experimental
state, and th e ir success naturally rests largely on a b ility and
conscientiousness of the teacher in charge of such a group.
Where homogeneous groups have been formed, the tendency is for
the teacher to think of her group as a unit and to narrow her
attack rather than to pay more attention to individual d iffe r
ences.

She too often feels that because a group has been as

signed her as homogeneous that l i t t l e variation e x ists.

The

tru th is that there is Just as much variation as ever, only
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possibly confined to a narrower range.

No one is homogeneous

within himself, to say nothing of any group being so.
If we are to have any differentiation of curricula,
let us differentiate on the basis of added elective activities
rather than attempting to segregate the children into groups on
the basis of some measuring Instruments that only measure a
part of the individual.

If pupils are adjusted happily through

out their school careers they will be able to adjust themselves
to the curricula of their choice without too much aid from adults.
The only children for whom anyone would think of suggesting such
a thing as a differentiated curriculum are those whom lack of
adjustment has already made into near-pathological cases.
Basing our Judgement on the same premise, there need be no worry
over what constitutes common essentials.

When children are

properly adjusted to the school situation and the situation to
the children, they will pick and choose what they need to fit
any situation in which they find themselves.

There is little

profit in attempting to teach ’’common essentials" for some
future use; the child has too little vision to see that far into
the future.

He Is living in the present, and if t ie third-grade

present tells him he needs something that belongs in the sixth
grade he will get it and use it} if he has no use for soii>e of
the things usually taught in the thlrs grade until he reaches the
sixth grade, there is little to be gained by trying to make him
learn them.

Common essentials tend to become essential when the

ohild feels the need for them.

Hd may learn to read--largely by

his own efforts— at the age of three years, or, lacking the in
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centive, he may be seven or eight.

There appears to be a fairly

definite maturation point at which these things become essential,
but all children do not reach that point at the same time.
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CHAPTER VI
GROUPING- FOR MENTAL HEALTH
As has been brought out in the preceding chapters, many
people before our time have questioned the value of the tradi
tional graded system as our best educational set-up, but most
of the plans thus far tried have had for their purpose greater
efficiency in the teaching of subject-matter material within the
present set-up.

Our purpose is to show that the present grades

are in reality made up of several grades with much overlapping
among the individuals in these grades as to chronological age,
mental age, mental ability, and achievement in each subject; that
this condition does not lead to good results from the standpoint
of either learning or mental hygiene.
Enough has already been written about conditions as found
in schools throughout the country.

It is now our purpose to show

results obtained through the use of the New Stanford Achievement
battery In three schools of very different environmental and ra
cial backgrounds.

The following data were secured from Prairie

State schools located within a two hundred fifty mile radius.
Number I is a Reservation Indian school under federal jurisdiction;
Number II, a school located near the Canadian border and origi
nally settled largely by British stock but now mixed enough with
Scandinavian, French, and German as to be a good cross-section of
American life; Number III, an almost 100 % Russian-German commu
nity.
Table I shows the Intelligence Quotients of the three
groups as determined by the Henmon-Nelson Test of Mental Ability.
There is some noticeable difference between the groups, but if
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the Indian children of sub-normal Intelligence were eliminated
the range would be very similar In all three schools.

These

children were kept In the school as a matter of administrative
policy, but have since been sent to special schools.

Taking the

Indian children as a whole, their I. Q.'« range from 51 to 136,
with fifty of the ninety-five grouped between 81 and 110.

In

the typically-American group the range was from 76 to 145, with
34 of the 51 grouped within the same limits.

The Russian-German

group had a spread from 63 to 138, but showed a sharp taperingoff below 80 and above 120.

From many angles, including I. Q.'s,

this group Is about as homogeneous as one is likely to find*
Their environmental backgrounds are quite similar, too.

The

children considered in the study are practically all from the
same racial stock, with very little mixture since the arrival
of the grand-parents of the present sohool generation in America.
Economically they are also about on a par, so home conditions
do not vary much.

A provincial German is spoken in the majority

of the homes, so all come to sohool under about the same handi
caps.

However, the succeeding graphs will show that they differ

as groups to about the same extent as the others.
The data for these three schools is taken for the five
grades, 3 through 8,

Retardation begins in the first grade, as

shown in preceding chapters, but all of the factors considered
show up better from the third grade on.

Table II shows the

spread of chronological fges for each grade.

Again the Indian

children have a wider spread because of the administrative policy
of keeping mentally deficient children in the same school with
the normal ones.

The wide spread between the youngest and the
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eldest, especially in the upper grades, suggests certain unhealthful social conditions that are better appreciated when actually
observed.

Those much above average age become problems because

of their advanced age, size, and physical development.

The

younger ones, catching up through double promotion or some similar
practice, aggravate the condition by increasing the self-conscious*
ness of the over-age pupils*

In many cases these older ones are

so large as to question the authority of the teacher.
Table III is a comparison of the mental ages of the three
schools by grades.

Due to the great spread of chronological ages

in these grades the mental ages also snow a greater spread than
if the chronological ages were more homogeneous.

The most sig

nificant single feature of the chronological age and mental age
tables is that both suggest the grouping does not offer a con
genial social setting to many members of each group— those much
younger than the group-average and those much older.

In the case

of each grade-group this lack of social adjustment was actually
noted, the older ones being more out of place than the younger
ones.

When a younger child shows enough precociousness to be

double-promoted his mental age is usually about that of the older
group into which he is going.

Too often the older child has

social needs beyond those of the group in which he finds himself,
even though his mental age may be average or below for that group.
As we get into the upper grades it is usually a younger child
with the advanced mental age, and the older ones whose mental ages
are average or low for the group.

Socially, the precocious child

is often more happy with a group more nearly approximating his
chronological age than his mental age.

This has been observed

under many varying sets of circumstances.

This also holds true

for the over-age child, though not aiways to the same extent.
In too many cases of social maladjustment on the part of the over
age- for- grade child with children of his own chronological age,
the cause appeared to be based more on a synthetic class-con
sciousness growing out of the sohool situation than on any tan
gible differences of social interests or needs.
Table Number IV shows the composite groupings by chrono
logical age, with the numbers in each group and ranges of mental
ages and intelligence quotients.

If the group of children of

subnormal mentality who were attending Sohool Number I at the
time these data were collected could be ruled out of our consi
deration, this grouping would not show suoh a wide range in both
of these categories.

Such a range as shown should suggest to

anyone that the condition was not normal.

In any school situa

tion the basis on which any group is formed would have to be
determined after a close study of all of the factors involved.
No hard and fast rules can be laid down.
The succeeding tables, beginning with Table V, show
comparisons between the pupils of the three schools on the bases
of achievement test results in the various Msubjects”, the New
Stanford Achievement Test being used.

Table V shows the spread

in grade equivalent based on an average score derived from the
total scores of all of the tests in this achievement battery.
These results are taken from tests given within a month of the end
of school in the Spring, so give a fair picture of end-of-theyear standings as determined by these tests.
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By consulting Table V with Tables II and III, the picture
becomes more complete.

The spread in the third grade is slightly

over a gaade and a half for each school, but, with more retar
dation showing up in each succeeding grade, the spread becomes
wider.

The average spread for the fourth grade is 3*1 "grades”,

3-8 for the fifth grade, and for the sixth, seventh, and eighth
grades the tests did not go high enough to record grade levels
for the upper groups, so the spread can only be properly appre
ciated by knowing these pupils and noting how they chafe under
the restraint of being grouped with the slower learners.
Table VI shows the spreads in reading ability as measured
by these tests in the three schools.

In the third grade the

spread was from 2.3 years to 2.8 years, with an average spread of
2.6 years.

The fourth grade spread out again, due to acceleration

of bright pupils and the retardation of the slower ones.

The

most homogeneous group had a spread of 3.4 years, the most hetero
geneous group a spread of 5*5 years.

As is usually the case,

there is an easy explanation for this, though a reason seldom
taken into account in a practical way by teachers or administra
tors.

The spread in this grade was from 3.4 to 8.9 grade-equi

valents.

The low score was made by a girl with a chronological

age of 10 years and three months and a mental age of 8 years and
ten months! the high score was made by a boy with a chronological
age of 8 years and eleven months and a mental age of 9 years %nd
two months.

The spread was not enough in any case to account for

the difference, though I. Q.'s were 86 and 103 respectively.
chief difference appeared to be in interests, the low scorer
coming from a home where little reading was done,

The high

The
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scorer came from a broken home where he did much reading as com
pensation for a withdrawing tendency he was developing due to
hearing vague murmurings about his mother from some of the more
sophisticated children at school.

This case is cited as showing

the individual differences between children becoming more pro
nounced due to some of the emotional factors that creep into
any situation unless all concerned reoognize the symptoms early
afcd remedy conditions.
Table VII, Spelling,

As taught In most schools, spelling

is largely a matter of memorization, but, as tested, is given in
the form of dictation.

Again there la the spread of three grades

or more between the poorest and the best in each grade, the nar
rowest spread being 1.6 grades and the widest 3»1 In the third
grade; 3»1 to 4.1 In the -fourth; and in the fifth grade 4.8 and
5.3 respectively.

As in the other tests, the top pupils in the

four upper grades ran off the graph, but all of these grades had
Individuals considerably below standard on the lower levels of
accomplishment.

As many teachers still use the old "spelldown**

as a device for adding interest to improvement in this study,
spelling has as much Importance as any other subject from the
mental hygiene point of view.
Table VIII, Arithmetic.

The tests in arithmetic, averaged,

are the last in which the third grade participates, so will be
considered here.

It shows the same general spread between the

poorest and best individuals in each grade as shows by the other
tests, except that in this test all three fifth grades stayed on
the graph.

The spread in achievement level in the fifth grade

of school Number 3 is an even five years, the others having
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spreads nearly as great.

The difficulty of trying to teach the

asms lesson to all of these pupils Is apparent.

The effect on

the pupils is not so apparent, but is very real, and the accumu
lated. effect of failure on the part of the slow learners, and too
much easy success for the quicker ones, makes itself felt all too
soon in personal peoullarltlss and disciplinary problems for the
teacher.
Table IX, Language Usage.

The test in Language Usage

brings in some interesting factors not so apparent in the other
tests except Reading.

In all three schools we ha* a few children

who entered school with very little knowledge of English, if any.
Ve had as many as fourteen little Indians who did not know a word
of English.

School Humber 2 had less to contend with in this

respect, a few Scandinavian children coming to school from iso
lated farms with little knowledge of English, but the general
level was about that found in most town schools.

School Number

3 had nearly as many non-English speaking beginners as School
Number 1, a surprisingly large number of the little tots knowing
little but the Russi&n<»<lerman dialect spoken in their homes.
These children were almost wholly from the town, those from out
side having to pay tuition.

As ability to use the language large

ly determines progress in all other school subjects, this test
explains why the others tend to show such a wide spread of ac
complishment.

With a spread of from three to seven grade-years

In each grade, it is email wonder that the teachers have a hard
time making progress under present methods of teaching, and less
wonder that the children on both ends of the "curve" get little
from much of the instruction given.

Table IX is very interesting
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from this point of view.
Table X shows the spread for each grade in the test for
literature.

As literature is largely a matter of aesthetic taste,

this test is very interesting as showing some very wide indivi
dual differences in that regard.

The two groups having a language

difficulty showed a much greater spread than did the typioally
American group.

The Indian children showed a tendency to read

and remember more of what they read than did the Russian-German
group, though the spread is fairly even for all grades in each
school. However, the great spread in the tests shows very well
the great spread of aesthetic interests within each group.

There

is little evidence that age— mental or chronological, or I.Q.
has any marked effect on scores in Literature other than in
ability to remember and to express themselves on the part of
individuals.

As we get into the higher grades we find children

of lower mental ages reading less mature material than their
fellows, but some of those more Immature mentally read more books
than some of the more precocious.

It is largely a matter of taste,

and the taste of a group often depends otf the teacher and on
library facilities.
Table XI, History and Civics, shows the same range within
each class, from poorest to best, shown by the other test®.

Occa

sionally, as in the case of the Fourth Grade, school No. 2, the
spread is rather narrow, but this was a comparatively small class
and is probably the proverbial exception that proves the general
rule.

Two of the three Kighth Grades showed even the poorest

fairly close to standard, but the case of the low scorer in School
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No. 3 is again a natter of administrative policy.

This pupil

was years older than his fellows, had been "passed along to get
rid of him" by his earlier teachers— with occasional repetitions
of a grade in the lower levels— and at this time was attending
school for lack of any other place in which to spend his time.
He is a good example of the discouragement that comes with aca
demic failure.

He was quite gifted in hand-work, was even in

demand by the high school for making signs and posters, but his
gifts had not been recognized as a possible expressive outlet
for his individuality, and because he was uninterested and slow
about book-work he was branded as "dumb** and permitted to get
this opinion of himself.
*

Table XII, Geography, shows the same wide spread between
poorest and best in each grade as do the other subject-graphs,
but has some differences.

In some cases the teachers had drawn

away somewnat from text-book teaching and n*d taught much of the
geography of the United States and of North America by the ima
ginary-tour method.

We were all surprised when so many scored

higher than we had expected in this test, and attributed it to
this extra Interest.
Table XIII, Physiology and Hygiene, shows rather interest'
lng results.

Again there is a good spread, but in the case of

School No. 2 it was much less than in the others.
typically American group.

This was the

From all of our observations* hygiene

of the body was lived to a greater degree in this community than
In the others.

The Indian children were taught to take regular

baths and in other ways to live hygienlcally, and this shows up
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in the upper grades, but School No. 3 was in an arid section, the
town had no water system, and even an air-conditioning system in
the school failed to keep us from real!ting too well that too
little water— and soap--was wasted on baths.

The whole test

shows quite well that book-teaching is not enough.

It falls to

grasp the attention and interest of the pupils, becomes Just
another "subject* to be "passed* and unless learned and put into
use has little effect either on their manner of living or on
their ability to remember the rules for test-passing purposes.

\
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TABLE NO. I
A Comparison of the Pupils of Three Schools from Communities of Very
Different Racial and Snrironmental Backgrounds, on Basis of I.Q.'s
School No. I
No. 2
No. 3

51-60
Schools
1

A Reservation Indian School
A Typically American Cross-section
A Russian-German Community

91-100

61-70 71-80 81-90

7

12

2

3

2

101-110 111-120 121-130

19

21

18

10

4

2

3

12

10

12

6

7

12

22

43

42

27

10

131-140 141-150

TABLE NO. II
A Comparison of the Pupils of the Same Three Schools on ths Basis of
Chronological Age.
•

15 ro
C

School
1
2

3
|4
5

1
2
1
1
2

3
6

”5"

4
2

4
6

2

16

4
5
4

1

18 10
1

3
15

10
8

1
2

3
1
2
___ 3___

11
1

12

13

14

15

7

3

2

6

1

6

3

4

2

1

3

1

16

17

l
3
3
3
3
8

*

2

3

1
2

3
r

7 8 9

1

6
1

*6

5

3

1

1

7

7
4
3

18

12

?
1

1

t
1
1

3
3

8

2
_1£L_

l

2

l

1

2
1

The Indian children show a greater average spread than do those from the
white communities, exoept for Grade Six of the Russian-German school. This is
due, as in the case of I.Q*s, to the administrative policy of keeping sub-normal
children in the Reservation school.
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TABLE NtJHBTO III
A Comparison of tb* Pupils of tbs Three Schools on tbs Basis of
Mental Ago

IQ-JUL-M-ll.k*
3

4

1
2
1

1
2
_____ 3 _____

5

1
2

4
1

IP

1
?

10

4

8

2

7

1

?

U

?

?

2

2

4
3

4

4

3
2

4

7
4

4
1

1
1

____ 3 ....

2

3
3

12

1
?

1
2

1

1

1

4

4
2

7

2
8

5

1
2
1

4
4

3

3

2

2

4

7

2

2
6

6
...

7

2

4

2
2

1

...3.....

4

1

1
2
... 1 .....

8

l

1
2

1

3

2
2

4

1

4
7
3
13

2
1

3

1
1

H t h ten-yea r-olds— raental ago** spread through ovary grads, tbs fallacy
of trying to fora homogeneous groups on this basis is apparent. Chronological
ages, social needs, physical and emotional maturity, and other lees obvious
fastors enter in to invalidato any eueh scheme*
Ae a comparison between Mental Ago and accomplishment, attention is called
to Crado

8-4

4,

School

2,

whero the H,A* spread is actually only ten months, from

to 9- 2 | chronological age from

8-11

to

10 - 8 ,

As will be shown in Table IT,

achievement varies widely, from grade-equivalents of

5*3

to

8 ,4 ,
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TABLE HUMBER IV
A Composite Grouping of the Pupils of the Three Sehools into Chronological
Age Groups, Showing the Spread of lientgl Ages and Intelligence Quotients,

Chron. Age

Number of
Pupils

Spread of
Mental Age

IntelligeneeQuotients

.

. .

8

26

T-ll to 10-2

92 to 118

9

40

8-4

to

77 to 128

10

45

7-8

to 13-8

74

to

133

11

49

8.3

to 16-1

73

to

145

12

48

8-5

to 15-0

68 to 122

13

56

8-1

to 18-0

62 to 126

14

32

8-8

to 16-3

58

to

115

15

15

7-10

to

14-4

51

to

95

16

4

to

15-2

66 to 95

10-5

11-8

This Table shove the futility of trying to group homogeneously on any one
basis, or even with several of the objective measuring devices nov in use.
Again, the elimination of the definitely sub-normal from each group would
narrow the spread to a point where there would probably be fair soeial adj
ustment within each chronological age group. These unfortunate children are
always a problem wherever found, but the best interest of the group should
be given consideration over that of any one individual, and hhen— as often
happens—

vivious tendencies develop, there should be no question as to their

segregation.

TABLE NUMBER

7

A Cbmpariso* of tbs pupil a of tbo Three School* on tb« B a d * of
Grade Aquivalents* Composite Score**
New Stanford Achievement Test Battery*

Srade Equivalents In Tears and Month*

..........4............. 5...*•••••6.**.........T«

tirade
1
2

l

. 3a&rj>X
JL
J iS l , JL

3
1
2

L

3 JL .
1
2
3
1
2

3

■■Uj8rJ.s.7.

JL
I________ SmM

mL

JU&&JSL
A JtM

,4.6-10*

JUIriPA.

a * ® a2L

1
2

I... A i ? M .

3

,5a,frrJl>Px,

1
2

3

.1...

‘Irl,!/..

■SaferlfiA.

The above data should eerr* a* a good argument for the un-grading of the
average class* As noted* the tost does not carry grad* equivalents beyond ten
plus* so the full spread does not show In the upper grades* The difficulty of
attempting to present the same material to all In a grade Is obvious*
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TABLE HUMBER VI
A Comparison of the Pupile of the Three Schools on the Basis of
Reading Ability
Grade Equivalents in Tears and Months
Grade

.3

.........4

........

5 .........6....... ..7 , ........8. . . . . . . . . 9

suob a spread as is shown here for any grade of any school should immediately
suggest the Impossibility of much benefit accruing to those individuals on
either extreme of the curve. Only by some adaptation of the ungraded set-up
could such a situation be adequately met. This spread also will explain much
of the spread in other subjects that depend on reading ability.
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TABLE NUMBER YII
A Comparison of tha Pupils of tbs Tbrse Schools on tbs Basis of
Spelling
Grade Equivalents
Grade

3

O i £ - . , S . l ____ _______ I
* 3.2 - 6 , 2

1
2

3
5

1___ lag...r..Atfe...I

l

2
3
4

............ .......... 5 ......... 6....... ,7.........8........ .

1
2

I

3)0

JL

Ji. 8>A___________________ _______________ l

1

1
2

3
7

- 6-8___________________________ l
It 1________________ l
___________________________ l

Xi. ,3 f4 ^8.2 ______________ _______________________ X

3
6

I

5.4
I

I

3 .4

- lOx
- 10.0..................

5.7

- lOx

1
2

I

6.6 - lOx
- lOx
- lOx

» .0

3
8

X

I

5.9

1
2

I

1

3

7.6 - lOx

6.6 - lOx

.!

Spelling, being largely a matter of memorizing, has only a slight
correlation with other learnings but is important in our study because of the
importance usually given this subject in the minds of children. Probably no
child getsmore ribbing from bis small mates than the one who consistently makes
low marks in spelling.

There is some evidence that there is a matter of rhythm

involved in spelling, some people making easy work of spelling, others never
becoming proficient. This rhythm is most likely the result of practice and great
familiarity with the words.
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TABLE NUMBER Till
A Comparison of the Pupils of tho Throe Sshools on the Basis of
Arithmetic
Grade Equivalents

Grads ........................................................................... ..... . 8 . . . . .......... ................. .
3

1

2

I 2.8 - 4.4

I

3L... 2«irf, ______ l

3

^

i
2
3

........2

j - i t i - i t .2......... .1
I

3 .8

l-.4slr.ia6________ I
- 6

.

2

I

interest on the part of either individuals or groups depends so much on the
teacher and her method of presentation that it is obvious that any teacher
would have the greatest difficulty in interesting many in any grade-group abtve
in an assignment. What would Interest some of the "averages pupils would be too
difficult for the poorer ones( and would bore those of superior ability.
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TABLE NUMBER IX
A Comparison of the Pupils of ths Three Schools on the Basis of
Language Usage
Grade Equivalents

Grads . • • • 3 * . . . . . . . . 4 ..........• • .5 .* .* ' ..« .6 .....* .* .7 ......... . . , 8 ..........

♦ l 1_____ 3.S ^ 7.?____________________________1
2

3

. .

5 1
2 1
3
6 1
2
3

I__T.5 - IQx

2.6 - 9 . 5
I

............................................................ I
3 * 9 -10 *

I

I." 3.8 - 10.0
I

3.6 - 10*

I

I 3*4 - 10*

7 1
2
3
8 1
2
3

l

6 .3 - 1 0 .0

4.3 - 9.5 .. ..... -.................. ..........
I M
I 4.9 - 10*

.

1

I 8^2 - 10*
l ..

1

5.9

10*

Language ability awl habits depend so much on the home environment that it is
not surprising that we find very wide spreads in the results of this test* It is
more pronounced, naturally, in the eases of Schools I and III, where the

faetor

of a non-English language was present* Further, with both groups— Indian and
Russian-German—

English had been learned under poor circumstances* Much of the

English learned by both of these groups of adults,the colloquial brami found in
baokward communities, is hardly adequate for test-passing purposes* The influence
of home environment is shown in School II, Grade four* This is a small group,
but all aorae from fairly good American homes and the results show it* The job
of the teacher of any of these groups would not be enviable.
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TABLE NUMBER X
A Comparison of ttaa Children of the Throe Schools on the Basis of
Literature
Grade Equivalents
Grade

.......

4,

*

5 *••••••••6,

,

*

*

*

9

Literature, being & matter of taste, might be expected to show a wide spread,
but the spread shown in every grade in this Table tends to accentuate the diffi
culty of the teacher's task. Even la the best of settings, a child must depend
on books for much vicarious experience, and sueb differences in amount and
quality of reading as is Indicated cannot mean anything else but a too-wide
range of experience within the group for good results under the present system.
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TABLE NUMBER XI
A Comparison of the Pupils of tbs Three Schools on tbs Basis of
History and Civics
Grads Equivalents

.8.

Grads

*

i
2

J__ 6.4 - 8.2

3
5

8

I

1
2
3

2.6 -

6. 7

,
I 2>6 - lOx

1
2
3

1___
1 __ 3*2.r % k

X - A«-0 - lOx

As in the others, Ibble XI indicates that there is not much common interest
or understanding on the part of
Grade

4,

School

2,

any great number in any group represented here*

is the closest grouped of any. This might be explained on the

basis of their being a small group and having learned most of their history from
a different angle, ae explained in the text of this chaptsr. Unless the work in
history is taught on an ungraded basis, and the civics taught as part of their
room government, little improvement could be expected from such situations as
are shown here*
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TABLE

HUMBER

—

-—

.//

-------- —

XII

A Comparison of the Pupils of tbs Three
/

=»—

3 chools

on the Basis of

Geography

" .y

,
r Grade Equivalents
Grade

m

4

1

I________ frL?.6A

3

1___ ____________

2

,»3<..... 4.......5... ....6.........7*••••••••8.........9

other Tte.bles.

The difficulty the teachar meets in trying to instruct such a

group as is represented in any of the above is very apparent. This is doubly
bard to do if she ie try ing to nse a rigid course of study, as is done to too
great an extent with the present system.

Attention is called to Grade

4.

School

2, where their imaginary auto tours again improved their geography knowledge to
a noticeable extent.
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TABLE HUMBER XIII
A comparison of the Pupils of the Three Sohools on the Basis of
Physiology and Hygiene
Grade Equivalents
Grade

4

.............. 4 ......... 5 , * . 6 ...... ....................

1

*.*9 ......

I_

a

JU L

3 A„....S.t.'-t.,.?.
5

1
a
3

JL
X— fsO. Z Z

1-JbdLs. t e .

possible to secure* Physiology and Hygiene cannot be taught effeotively by the
use of books only} what is learned aust be pet to work and the beet way to do
this in the elaeerees situation is by actually living bygienieally while in the
school and by stressing hygienic contact points whenever possible* As indicated
in the text of this chapter* the wide spread in this test in eaeb school and the
differences between schools may ba partially accounted for by the fact that one
group practiced hygiene while the others did so on a much lesser scale*
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The use of these tests was adopted some years ago by the
writer as a supervisory tool, and as long as school work continues
to be based on subject-matter accomplishment their use is Justi
fiable.

However, the wide spread of accomplishment within any

class, and the unevenness of achievement by individuals, led to
the present study and the search for a way out*

The achievement

of individuals appears to vary more from subject to subject among
the best and the poorest in any grande-group, the "average" child
seeming to vary within narrower limits than do those at either
extreme.

The poorest in $ny group tend to vary from no measur

able accomplishment in some subjeots to above grade standard in
others*
Edith L. Cornell (46) In a study on the "Variability of
Children of Different Ages and Its Relation to Scnool Classifi
cation" considered about five thousand children from widely
varying communities in the state of Hew York and came to the
following conclusions:
1.

The extent of "normal" variation (excluding the hi

and lowest 2$ of each age group, for whom it may be assumed that
specialized provision for exceptional children le needed) is
wider than can be provided for by the present grade organization
At the age of ten years the "normal" range is more than five
school years, and at fourteen years is about seven and a half
school years.

In practice the grade-placement of ten-year-old

children placed them within one-half year of the grade level
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shown by the test in only 52.7 # o 1* the oases.
2.

The factors conditioning achievement must be very

complex.

Achievement does not depend alone on level of mental

ability.

Some ten-year-olds with a mental age of nine had as

high achievement as some with a mental age of thirteen.

Nor does

it depend entirely on grade placement; the range of achievement
on tests was about the same for ten-year-olds in the fourth grade
in the fifth grade, or in the sisrth grade.

Some ten-year-olds

in the fourth grade had achievements above seventh grade, and
some in the sixth had achievements belovr fifth*

Nor does it de

pend entirely on a oomblnatlonoof ability and grade placement*
Children of the same chronological age, the same mental age, and
the same grade vary by as much as four or five school years in
their tested achievement level.
3.

There is some evidence that achievement is not as

good at either extreme of the curve as ability warrants.

The

best and poorest 10# in mental age appear to reach a higher level
than the best and poorest 10# in achievement.
4.

Certain differences in levels reached In different

school subjects suggest that some differences may be due to
instruction.

The poorest 10# of ten-year-olds in arithmetic

computation are about one semester higher than the poorest 10#
in reading, but the best 10# in reading are about three semesters
higher than the best 10# in arithmetic.
5.

The range of achievement in specific tests is greater

than the r^nge in composite achievement.

In several tests of the

Stanford Achievement battery there are ten-year-olds who fail
completely, and ten-year-olds who excel the norm for the tenth
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grad®.
6.

There is

Borne

evidence that the

gains

which may he

expected from year to year differ at different parts of the range.
The progress rate of the lowest quarter

becomes

than the average at ages above ten, while the
gain at a

somewhat

very much leas

best

10% tend to

accelerating rate.

The study led Miss Cornell to feel that these facts have
many implications, some of the most important ones being:
1. That we need to think through a different fundamental
organization than that of grades for purposes of classifying or
grouping pupils.
2.

That our objectives need to be expressed in other

terms than objectives for a so-called “grade*•
3.

That there is considerable question as to what extent

the content of learning can or should be the same for pupils of
such diverse attainments.
4.

That we need more information about the extent of the

range of pupils In social learning and emotional maturity before
we can determine whether the needs of pupils in this respect vary
at? much es they do in intellectual attainments.
The need for a change is apparent, and the way is being
pointed by many people working more or less independently in
various parts of the country.

We cannot make any sudden or ra

dical changes because of the accumulated inertia of both the
general public and the teaching profession itself— especially the
teachers in any particular system where the idea is new.
Prudence Outright, (20 } Assistant Superintendent of
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Schools, Minneapolis, writes:
”0ns fast seems evident, that if the individual needs of
children are to toe act and eared for, that we must abandon some
«

of our notions of the rigid grade placement of teaching activi
ties... .However, such a prooedure places a heavy responsibility
on the supervisor or director, not only for developing an under
standing of the reasons for ungraded courses, tout the even more
important function of working out technics whlsh will insure pro
gress toward aocepted goals in each year of the child's school
life."
We thoroughly agree with Hiss Outright as to the diffi
culties to toe encountered, tout feSl the time has come to make the
effort.

There Is some discussion as to the best situation in

which to try out new methods, tout probably the best one is that
in whioh we find ourselves.

Host of us are working in small

town systems, whioh have their own peculiar difficulties.
One school in Los Angeles has been organized on this
basis after some preliminary experimentation, and the report of
this work Is very interesting and helpful*

Helena Petrovitoh

Hiegosch (47) did the experimenting and became Principal of the
reorganized school.

!er experimental group was the combined

5-B and 5-A classes, according to their report cards of the year
before the experiment was tried.
from 119 to 160 months: their X.
placement from 3*4 to 6*3.
to social needs.

Their chronological ages varied
*s from 54 to 135; grade

The plan was to group them according

There was much shifting from group to group

37

the first few weeks as outstanding misfits were weeded out and re-*
assigned to where there would be a minimum of personality clashes
between individuals.
Adjustlve factors were: (1)

Chronological age*

Cumula

tive experiences, regardless of environment, tend to give most
youngsters of any given age much the sane general experience, and
leaves a combination of attitudes having many things in com. on*
Within a socially-adjusted group there is seldom found a rang#
of more than a year or two*
(2)

Anatomical and physiological development#

Extremes of height

such as to attract attention, and other deviations from normal,
cause individuals to be misfits in otherwise suitable groups#
(3)

aturationnl development, especially sexual development as

they approach puberty, causes differences to appear in indivi
duals of previously homogeneous gro ips— vary ing rates of change
In social growth, new evaluations, etc#, causing varying adjust
ment difficulties*
(4)

state of health*

Regularity of attendance and physical

ability to stay with the group ah important factor in homogeneity.
(5)

raysteal defects often loom large to a youngster— especially

one entering adolescence, and often cause antisocial attitudes
and behavior#

Can often be adjusted by the teacher recognizing

the defect and straightening out the personality difficulty#
(6 )

Mental endowment#

Superior and inferior individuals often

need work at their mental level— though happy in a group with
which they cannot work effectively#
(7)

Special gifts and talents are useful to the group for class

projects or entertainments but the one blessed must not hog the
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limelight*
(8)

It is bad for hi®, and the group*

Emotional stability*

It# lac* 1# often a sign of social

maladjustment and needs to be studied*
(9)

Pant experiences in home and school should be of about the

m m

order, within a year or #o of total spread in academic

achievement for the whole group*
(10)

Mono environment*

The support given the school by the

heme and, similarity in tho hones of members of the group make
for success*
(11)

The total situation*

/fter teachers and supervisors hare

exhausted ©eery effort to adjust an Individual within a group
and have failed, another group mast be tried*

The personality

of a child 1# such a complex thing, resulting from so aany «m »
plexltlee, that the last word can never be said as to Just why—
or why not— any child is maladjusted in any group or why a slight
change will often wen? senders.
In the class used in the experiment the first year six
pupil# shewed such marked maladjustment as to need changing to
other groups*

Two were transferred to a group more socially

advanced* four to a group less socially developed*

Five became

adjusted, but the sixth, an over-age girl* did not meem to bene
fit by any elementary work and was finally transferred by special
certificate to the Junior high school where she became socially
and occupationally adjusted end happy In her work*
Because of the wide range of attain tent in the group the
program had. to ©over a wide scope*

berk followed the course of

study, but was handled informally and a flexible modified acti
vity program was followed— construction work, dramatisation, etc.
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Standardized tests at the beginning and end of the year
showed progress of from four to nineteen months, or, related to
2i Q., from 45$ to 200$ of the amount expected, with a median of
118*6$.

Social growth was marked, but academic growth was more

than satisfactory.
Miss Niegosoh’s work In a large city school offers many
factors that are not to be found In the small town schools of the
Prairie States.

Borne of these factors should tend to make this

transition easier and the groups easier of adjustment.

For one,

a large city school is usually looked upon as a personal interest
of parents to a lesser degree than in small communities;

school

authorities have more of an opportunity of announcing a change
of policy and having it go unchallenged.

Also, the greater part

of the children in a large city school enter school as strangers,
and there should be a corresponding absence of long-standing
personal Jealousies.

On the other hand, the very size of a city

school and the numbers of children concerned tends to complicate
the situation to a degree not found in the smaller places.
Another advantage to be found in the small school is in the re
lative ease with which the teacher can get to really know her
pupils.
Hiss Niegosch makes much use of the term "Social Grouping"
in her writings, and this term and many others of like import are
creeping into the terminology ol our subject.

Social grouping,

as explained in her report, is based on many factors, some of
which are quite intangible— emotional elements of which we know
nothing.

We have no objective measure of "Social Age" nor any

objective means of obtaining social adjustment of an individual

9G

within a group.

Standards must be worked out within the personnel

of any school, and, remembering always that it is the best good
of the group as individuals that we are working for, this per
sonnel oust act aa a clinic for the study of each ease showing
need of adjustment in a group*
As indicated above, the plan that seems to offer the moat
promise is one baaed on "Progressive Activities** in a socially
adjusted, ungraded group.

Progressive education means something

different to almost every person discussing it, and rightly so#
The educative process should differ according to varying situa
tions, and each school must make its own adaptations from the
best thought available on the subject.
Within the past few years we have worked out seme theories
and have tried some of them in actual praotlce.

In school Humber

I we had very good success with part of a plan put into effect
in Manchester, New Hampshire, by Superintendent Benezet.

This

consisted mainly of eliminating formal teaching of arithmetic
In the first five grades, using the time thus saved for training
in better self-expression.
in Its formal setting.

Arithmetic was not eliminated, except

Instead of teaching this subject in its

usual form, hr. Benezet experimented with arithmetical situations
as a means of carrying the children along to what he considered
an age of sufficient maturity to profit from the use of fortml
methods.
In our situation we did not with-hold formal work beyond
the second half of the fourth grade.

In the first grade the

children were not forced into any reading situations until they
were ready, and then were taught to read whole words rather than
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In the same way* they were taught to

read numbers Incidentally as encountered In situations where this
knowledge

was

desirable to the child* page numbers In books, the

number of children on a side in a gauss* etc.

About half of their

time during good autumn weather was spent outside learning the
names o f things new to them.
called a sow.
fence*

They saw pigs, the l©i*ge one being

The pigs ate from & trough, which was inside of a

These were little Indiana* end the

ngllsh voccbuln r f o f

some of them waa nil,* of the beat in the group only slight.

Mfany

white children would benefit from the same type of instruction*
Returning to the classroom !'ro?->i each a trip the teacher
would print the names of object® noted on the blackboard—
"pictures” of the name of these objects,

from the start the

names of the children were printed on the blackboard and they had
regular games with the pointer, each child picking out hie own
name from the group*

These were changed as to position frequently

to insure each child learning to recognise hia own name and not
learn it from ita position.

After a few of them became able to

pick out the names of other children, that too became a game and
all wanted to play it.

The game of recognising and naming objects

led to much practice in the use of English and their ability to
express themselves grew apace.

All phases of learning of use to

the children were stressed by the teacher— format ion of desirable
personal habits, the right thing to do under the varying circum
stances in their new boarding school environment* and many other©*
They were encouraged to use such word® as mare, lose;
taller, shorten earlier* later* many* few* higher, lower;
smaller, larger, etc*, and were soon making good use of them In
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tfcoir correct situations.

few of the more precocious saw the

teacher consulting the calendar, and wanted to know about that*
Thus they learned about days, weeks, months, etc., and got a good
concept of time.

By the end of their first year these children

were using more comparative words and some of them were able to
toll time by the hours and half hours.

They were also reading

quite well in their Primers, many beinr much interested in re
reading stories read to the group by the teacher.
The work of the second grade was a. continuation of the
first.

They learned to read and use page numbers, to us© the

Index, etc.

They also learned to use such words as half, double,

twice, three times, etc., from informal situations where these
terms were useful and best conveyed the meaning desired.

They

also learned the denominations of money, penny, nickel, dime, and
their interchangeable value.

Many of the more familiar measures

were learned about and used actually and in conversation.
The third grade continued learning the value and signi
ficance of numbers in an informal manner.

They learned about

fractions and multiples in values of coins, and learned to tell
time accurately--calling the time after the previous hour, 2 :3 5 ,
not 25 minutes to 3:00,

They learned about the days in the week,

the hours in a day, the months in a year, that a month was about
thirty days long.

Gam*s were Introduced that called for score-

keeping Involving recognition of the numbers and later their
addition and subtraction.

One such consisted of tossing bean-

bags on to numbered segments of a circle or square.

These were

only numbered up to ten at first, but as facility in adding in
creased the numbers were alao increased in multiples of five;
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later penalty segments were added, and bags lauding in those
meant the loss of that many points.

This led to subtraction.

Telephone numbers, weights on cartons, and similar familiar uses
of numbers were made use of, and comparative words to fit any
situations thus crested were learned and used*

Pounds, ounces,

and tons became familiar words.
The work was continued into the fourth grade, and mea
suring devices such a* foot rule, framing square, and tape line
were learned about.

A b they became acquainted with these devices

and their use, much practice was given in estimating lengths of
objects in inches, feet and yards.

Later these estimates were

checked with the measuring instruments for accuracy.

Some of

them became quite interested in the thermometer and learned to
read it.

They were taught the significance of 32 degrees, 98.6

degrees, 212 degrees, etc., and used the terms1’freezing temperature"*
“body temperature”, “boiling point", and others familiarly.
About the first of the new year these youngsters were introduced
to cluple problems in a book on mental arithmetic.
were to be solved mentally and quickly.

All problems

If any problem could not

be solved in this vra,y it was passed by to be returned to when the
children had reached a state of greatei* mathematical maturity.
By the time weather permitted in the Spring, they were estimating
areas, distances up to a mile and fractions thereof.

They were

counting by tens, fives, twos, fours, and this led them quite
naturally into multiplying.
From this point on the work became increasingly formal,
but the teachers tried to teach as much as possible from natural
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Our school was too small for any control

groups, all having to be taught in the sane way, but Dr. Bene^et
was able to mate some objective comparisons between groups thus
taught end others from the traditional situation and the results
were far in favor of the groups taught in the new way.
Many activities were used in this set-up, one proving
very interesting being a health project in the third grade,

A

lean-to office was constructed, the work involving considerable
fusion of traditional subject-matter for Its completion.

Wooden

strips for the fra e-work were secured from the shop, but had
to be measured.

They decided to make It of bricks (on brown

paper) so much measuring of bricks was in order.

The bricks

were measured out on the brown paper, even space allowed for
mortar.

The bricks were colored red, a real brick being brought

in for a color sample; the mortar was marked in white.

A door

and window had to be built into thie office, and the girls made
curtain’s for the window.

They had to have a v/hlte coat for the

doctor, so that was made too, after a hard struggle with the many
problems involved.

A list of supplies was made up by the child

ren and these were secured from the hospital.

When the names

of Buch materials as ’’niercurochrome”, "unguentine", and others
could not be spoiled by any in the group, a small chap got old
containers from a dormitory matron and the names copied, later
to be placed on a list of supplies kept for reference.
children took turns being the doctor.

The

There was some argument

as to the propriety of a girl being anything byt a nurse, but
Dr. Boynton, of the University of Minnesota staff, had assisted
at a local clinic and her name was cited as evidence that women

If-

j1
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could be doctors, so why not have girls play doctor.
their point.

They won

The doctor made regular inspections of all children

mornings, afternoons, and after recess periods, for general clean
liness and for any sign* of skin trouble or other illness tnat
may have escaped the matrons.

Any scratches were treated by him,

and Lord help him if he failed to act and speak in © very pro
fessional manner.
It takes time to work into a new situation and bring
about changes involving socialized grouping and Progressive acti
vities, so, in the two years the writer was at the head of School
Number IX only a start was made.

None was made at School Number

IIT in the one year there, as the administrative organization was
ouch that we had to teach full time— four teachers to over 150
pupils in the high school.

Thus the teachers in the grades got

little instruction or supervision that would fit them for entering
on a new set-up.
Reference was made earlier In this chapter to some Ima
ginary auto tour at taken by pupils in School Number II.

These

were token as part of the work in geography on the United States
and North America.

Road maps were secured from oil companies;

letters were composed and sent to civic bodies in cities along
the routes to be taken by the several "cars’1 into which the groups
were divided.
sources,

farm

Information was sought in regard to natural re
products, manufactures, scenic beauties, size of

towns to be visited, and many more things that would likely be
seen on these tours.

Young imaginations worked over-time, and it

was a happy youngster who discovered something that his companions
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on the trip had overlooked.

Routes and mileage* were figured out,

distance* were computed and camping, auto-park, or hotel accommo
dations studied., with coats estimated for eaoh overnight atop.
G-ae, oil, tires, etc., were estimated for, end a reserve for pos
sible repairs was provided for after discussing this item with
several garageaen.

Pictures of actual places and things to be

Boon on the various routes were secured whenever and from wherever
possible, and scrapbooks were made.

The history of the sections

was studied in its relationship to the tour.

The plan resulted

In a lot of enthusiasm, much real learning in lany other situations
than Just geography, but that was learned too, as evidenced in
Table XII for C-rades 4 and 6 of School Number II, in which these
Mtours” were made*
Putting this plan into effect will demend much hard work
for administrator and teachers, also the use of all of the tact
and diplomacy possessed by all concerned.

If s good primary

teacher is available, one with kindergarten training end experience,
it would be wall to start with her.

By working out the whole plan

with her and trying It as it developed in her situation, there
would not be the reaction from parents that would be sure to
manifest itself if any sudden and drastic changes were made affect*ing the whole school.

This teacher could help the others by

acting as a demonstration leader, and by quietly working up from
grade to grade— or group to group, room to room, or whatever the
new designations would be--parents' questions could be answered
by a better, more home-like situation in which their children
would be better adjusted and In which their education would be
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progressing In a natural way In a natural sotting

bs

to time and

content*
This plan may be criticised from the teaching standpoint
as being Just another variation of the Mproject method”# or as
simply "socialising the curriculum”.

Possibly so, but it also

Involves many other features that those plans did not have*
To sum- 'arize* It will include the following features*
{1}

Grouping for social adjustment after considering all factors

moved in the foregoing discussion*

(2)

Regrouping when the need

of such is indicated as being best for any Individual, but care
ful study of such individual for nal&djuatraente within himself
which may he remedied, saving him from developing enti-social
tendencies#

(3 )

Ungrading of ell rooms ae soon ae practicable,

with provision for varied learning rates end levels through
socialised activities in which each can contribute to the beet
of his ability.

(4)

Replacement of the marking system now in

general use and replacement by one based on the general Ides of
BS" or ”U”, for satisfactory or unsatisfactory work.

This meWc

will not be arrived at on the compare,t 1ve-aoxtpat i11 v« basis now
in such common use and following— consciously or unconsciously
by the teacher— the "normal” curve of distribution*

(5)

Re

tention of all present materials that will help the situation
and development of new materials to fit this situation*

The

whole set-up to stress the normal, healthy development of the
children through self-directed, self-expressive activities*
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